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G opposes auxiliary proposal

leefe
Board of Governors lbursday
in opposition to an auxiliary
proposal by the . Illinois
of Higher Education.
sal would eliminate ail
sidies to university auxiliary
s, which at Eastern are the
balls, the University Union
of Lantz Building.
IJiesidents of the BOG schools
1beir opposition to that of the
by voicing their individual
to the proposal at the BOG
held here.
lsecutive Officer Donald
said the "official system-wide
" on the BHE proposal is
llative''.
"d he along with BOG univer
idents including Eastern
Daniel E. Marvin met earlier
th with BHE Executive Di
.James Furman and "made a
lyfersuassive case" for some
"se in the BHE'}>roposal.
has estimated the cost of the
osal at $89 per year for three
·

said Furman "has at least
to consider a compromise in

BOG approves Miller
to fill new
_ veep post

President Daniel E. Marvin said
at the meeting.
Miller's duties will include
responsibility for:_ personnel and
employee relations, computer
services, budget the Physical
Plant and service enterprises.
The position of vice president
for administration and finance
was formed under Marvin's re
organization proposals..
The new post will combine
some of the duties of the vice
presidents for administrative af
fairs and for business services.

Eastern officially added a new
administrator Thursday when the
Board of Governors approved
George E. Miller as the first vice
president for administration an�
finance.
Miller, who currently is vice
president for administrative af
fairs at Mansfield (Pa.) State
College, was unanimously ap
proved by the board members
during their meeting here
Thursday.
He will begin Jan. 1 at a
$41,000 per year salary, Ea�tern

·

He said Furman now_ ''will consider
modifying the reporj:''.
Walters said the original proposal
called for students to assume the
support of auxiliary enterprises within
three years, but may now stretch that
to five or six years.
The original proposal also gav� no
assurance that the state money Wliich
.was.u.Sed..to .subsidize-.a1lxiliuy enter-

prises at each university would be
redistributed to the university where it
came from, Walters said.
As a result of the meeting, Walters
said Furman will "make sure that
some of the funds will remain at the
universities where they came from."
But he added that Furman and the
BHE have "made no commitment" to
the BOG or individual university pres-

tdents concerning possible compro
mises.
"If, after our best efforts, it appears
that Furman will go ahead,'' the BOG
will still hope for a "modification" of
the auxiliary enterprise proposal,
Walters said.
The BOG ''will try to point out to the
�ntire BHE the basic flaws in th�ir
:'.>Ian," he· said.
. The university presidents from tlie
BOG schools all voiced their objections
lO the BHE proposal during the BOG
meeting.
Marvin said the BHE has not
:onsidered the "impact of the study"
on students.
The auxiliary enterprise p11>posal
''will mean significant increased costs
to students," he said.
He said that although some of the
financial burden will be easecJ by
-increased federal funds, the amount of
Illinois State Scholarship Commission
grants will not be raised.
"No matter how you cut the cake,
there is no ISSC, so it is an increase in
students' costs at a time of declining
enrollments," Marvin said.
Leslie F. Malpass, president of
Wes tern Illinois University, said
(See BHE page 3)

·

·

Phone service-prqblef!Js
to be ended by weekend
by Paul Plndersld

Telephone service disruption caused
by the recent installation of a computer
switching system in Charleston will be
cleared up by the weekend, an Illinois
Consolidated Telephone company
spokesman said Thursday.
Project coordinator John Pierson
said 90 percent of the local trouble
has been cleared up, and the rest
should be finished by the weekend."
Last weekend ICTC switched over to
an elaborate computerized phone swi
tching system, wh�ch took months to
·
install.
Howev�r, Pierson said that Charles
ton customers had les� trouble during
the switch-over to the new system than
Mattoon did when their system w�s
installed one year ago.
The new system, a No. 2 Electronic
Automatic Exchange (EAX), is "the
latest in the state of the art," Pierson
said.
Pierson said the $3 million system
contains two symmetric computers that
provide better service to ICTC cus
"
tomers.
,
"While one computer is active, the
other computer is checking for main
tenance problems. The inactive com
puter is also programmed to take over
if the other computer breaks down
any calls," Pierson
without losing
·
said.
The new system will only affect
campus calls to lines outside of
Eastern because Eastern has its own
ng, a candidate in the 53rd district, attended the Student Senate internal phone system, Pierson said.
However, campus customers will
l'hursday and left the meeting after senators declined to let him speak.
find 'better voice transmission when
on page 3. (News photo by Jennifer Schulze)
''

•

.

•

·

making local and long distance calls
because they go through the new
co�puter system, Pierson added.
Pierson said the new system wou�
complete a higher percentage of calls,
make maintenance service faster, and
would be more energy efficient.
Pierson said the customers will
notice "a faster complet.ion of calls" in
the wake of the new system..
"When a Charleston ·customer calls
another customer by the new system,
the called telephone will ring almost
the instant the last digit of the
telephone number is dialed,'.' Pierson
said.
. Other improvements will include the
quality of voice transmission, espe
cially on long distance calls and new
customer calling fe�tures.
There are four customer call fea
tures that will be available on Nov. 1,
Pierson said.
"Call waiting" is a feature designed
to notify a customer by calling a gentle
tone, that another person is trying to
call.
A second feature is having calls
forwarded to another local.phone.
Another feature is three-way call
ing, where people at three different
phones can talk to each other at the
same time.
The last customer calling feature is
speed calling. By enterin_g a code, a
person can dial an often called number
by just dialing two numbers instead of
the entire series.
Pierson said that this would all be
possible through the flexibility of the
computers'.
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Peace agreement shaky
WASHINGTON (AP)-lsraeli Foreign Minister-Moshe Dayan told President
Carter Thursday negotiations on an Egyptian-Israeli peace agreement have
encountered problems and chances of settling them are "very doubtful.�'
He said the talks had encountered problems, "and whether' we can obtain a
change of position through the delegations here is very doubtful. It's _not Camp

You Pay Us

• • • • • •

Rebate

Da\id, 't\ith the heads of state present."
Dayan, who did not say what the problems are, apparently referred to the fact
that heads of state can be more flexible in making concessions than ministerial
representatives, who generally arrive at a conference with strict instructions on
what offers they can make.

E

Missing boy found d�ad
JOLIET (AP)-Joliet police have arrested a man wanted for murder in Dallas
in connection with the death of an 8-year-old Joliet boy found dead Thursday. '
Police said the body of Willie E. Fox was founi;l in an 'apartment building
shortly after dawn. The boy had been reported missing Wednesday by his
mother, who found him gone when she came to wake him for school.
Police arrested James McDaniel Jr:, 18, who ·lives in th� apartment and
charged him with unlawft,tl restraint. Authorities said McDaniel is wanted in
Texas for murdering James Horan, 37, a former police officer who was shot Aug.
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23 in Dallas County.

Get a piece of Chicago

CHICAGO (AP)-You don't need clout to get a piece of the action. But you
do need to be at the corner of State and Madison next week when the original
State Street paving blocks will be unearthed and given away free.
While paving the way for a new mall, the constr:uct�on company is also paving
the way for history buffs or home redecorators to have original 1883 granite
blocks as part of a new stylc-"Historic Chicago."
The 1,000 or so grey blocks that formed one of the world's busiest co�ners were
quarried 95 years ago in Wisconsin. The blocks will be dug up over the weekend
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;for the young in heart•

.Coles· County's
Largest.. Bicycle· Dealer
.
to mplete Servic�: & Facilif

and stockpiled on the corner, available for the asking.

Landing rights in dispute

Harrison St.

SPRINGFIELD (AP)-Peoria officials went into court Thursday in a bid to
deny landing rights to a commuter airline ·that wants to fly from Peoria to
Rockford and Springfield.

Lawyers for the Greater Peoria Airport Area Chamber of Commerce appeared
before Sangamon County Circuit Court Judge James T. Londrigan.
They asked Londrigan to overturn an Illinois Aeronautics Board decision
awarding Peoria landing rights to Ravon Aviation of Plainfield. Londrigan said
be would rule within a month.

Girl awarded damages
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-A teen-ager who was paralyzed after a dose of
cancer-fighting radiation destroyed her spinal cord has been awarded $7.6 million
in damages. One authority said it could be the largest single-payment malpractice
award in the nation's history.
"'I never heard of one anywhere near that," said Frank Chappell, science news
editor for the American Medical Association in Chicago. ''As far as I know that's
the largest."
"They're wonderful people ·and now I have a chance for my life," said Laurie
Necochea, now 18, of the jury which made the award this week. Her attorney,
James Bostwick, said most of the money will go to pay medical bills.
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speech, art courses
committee approyal
cil on Academic Affairs

d three new courses in

municatio�s departm
w art course.
speech courses are basic
Jpeech 2550, broadcast
g 3610, and advanced
uncing 3550.
room for the new courses,
dy in Ireland 3990 and
uate class 5910, were

dropped.
Jack Rang, chairman of the speech
department, explained the dropping of
3990 was only the department's offer
ing, not of the international studies
program in Ireland.
He added that three people had
signed up for the course in the last four
years.
The CAA also approved art Jiii,
th�ee dimensional design.

·proposal opposed

B,en Alexander, president of. Chi
· ued from page 1)
the board members here cago State Univ�rsity, said CSU has
"the most finanCially strapped kids"
members in the 1960s
llments" in high school in the BOG sy$.tem and they could not
classes "had an impact on ·afford the increases which the aux
iliary enterprise prop�sal would cause.
"ties."
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Senate silences Young;
allows re--t urn later
by Bob Glover

Neil Young, democratic can
didate for state representative, was
initially not allowed to speak
Thursday to the Student Senate
after having been invited to do so_

Bill Bukowski, a member of the
College Republicans and a senator
from the At-Large District, led an
objection to let Young speak before
the senate.
A subsequent vote by the senate
to suspend its regular business to let
Young speak failed to gain the
necessary two-thirds majority.
Leaving the room red-faced,
. Young returned at the urging of

Financial Vice President Tom
Dersch.
D e r s c h,
also
a
C o l lege
Republican, told Young . he could
speak as part of Dersch's executive
report, a regular part of the senate .
agenda.
After Young made his remarks,
Bukowski said "I apologize on
behalf of the senate," but said the
senate "should not be a political
forum because we don't want to
hear every cotton-picking can
didate."
Young replied, "I would hope
you would want to listen to every
candidate for office.''
·

·

, "the state encouraged

s to expand, so univer
te assistance,'' Malpass

e are asked within a
lerlod" to reverse and
inate the state funding,
be hard for students to
"he said.

-Malamuth, president
State University, said,
m 1 have with the BHE
that it is a segmentalized
tublie policy."
Jlthough there are polit
s" when the state rev
is divided, legisl ators
at how they will cut up
that higher education gets

Sonata recital
to be p�rformed

The Charleston alumna chapter of
Sigma Alpha Iota and the music
department will present Dorthee Kim,
violinist, and Karen Larvick Sanders,
pianist, in a recital at 8 p.in.' Su�day in
the Dvorak Concert Hall.
Both Kim and Sanders are alumna
of Sigma Alpha Iota. Sanders is also a
instructor at Eastern.
The program will include sonatas by
Beethoven and Brahms; Shorter
compositions by Faure, Boulanger,•
and Saint-S'aens will also be perform
ed.·
The recital is open to the public.
There is no admission charge,
·

ST-CE QUE VOUS VOULEZ_FAIRE
QUELQUE CHOSE,DE SPECIAL AVEC·
VOTRE CAPACITE DE PARLER LA
LANGUAGE FRANCAISE?

THIS SUNDAY (OCTOBER 22) ATTHE

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY CENTER (UCM)
2202 S. Fourth St. (Across from Lawson Hall).
Supper($ .50 plus drink) Fellowship Group
Meets 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Program: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown will lead a discussion o n the
topic, "Outside the Mainline Denominations: A discussion of the
Christian Science Religion".

'\II E.l.U. students are invited!

AT

BIEN SUR!
R�, .POUR VOVS RENSEIGNER,
TELEPHONEZ A I I I
I

I

'

, OU PARLER AVEC UN CONSEILLER

A
Sign up in the Placement office for interview
Wednesday, October 25

AVAILLEZ EN - PLUSJEURS PAYS EN
AFRIQUE I I I C�TE D , IV0IRE, MAROC,
HAUTE VOLTA, ZAlRE, NIGER, ETC.
SEIG�ER LES MATHEMATIQUES, LES
SCIENCES� LES LANGYAGES,
LA NUTRITION, ET L AGRONOMIE.
US AVONS BESOIN DE VOS TALENTS!

254t Busch Beer
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
alo�g with our regular

Double Bubble
4 p.m. - 8 p�m. Friday
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Young hopes to turn
out ind_ependent vote
b,· John P�vka
·

Democrat

Damille

UNIVERSITY
UNION
. CAFETER

Young,.

Neil

$eeking a 53rd District seat in the

Statehouse, said Thursday that he will
have to tum out the independent
Democratic vote if he expects to win

No,·. 7.

Young, who is facing a potential
�ullet vote against him from Coles
Count,· Democrat regulars, said in an
inteni�w with the Eastern News the
surport
of
both
independent
l"'emocrats and those independent of
e irher party will be enough to boost
him imc Springfield in November.
Four men are seeking the three
a,·ailable seats, and among then:
Young is the only non-incumbent.
Coles County, the second most
populous county in the S3rd District,
has two incumbents in the field of
Neil V ouny
four, Demoerat Larry Stuffle and
Republican Jim Edgar. The third race," he said.
Republican
Chuck
That prospect, however, is based on
is
incumbent
Campbell of Danville.
the number of independent votes he is
Coles County Democrat Chairman able to chum out in the six counties in
Joe Connelly has suggested that his the district.
"I've got to pick up that inparty cast a bullet vote-all three votes
available
under the
cummulative dependent vote, •• he said.
Young said he is not going to be able
voting system-for Stuffle.
The bullet vote for Stuffle is to lean heavily on the pc>tential student
· reportedly based on a fear tliat neither vote from Eastern, however.
On the whole, Young said he is very
of the Republicans can be unseated.
Young, however, feels that both discouraged with the lack of college
Democrats could have been · elected . age interest in politics.
"bands down". with one of the two
"I've really been disappointed with
GOP candidates being the odd man out college students. They seem to be moreand
. if Connelly had not intervened with the interested in getting a
bullet vote prospect.
making money. I thou t students
'
"I believe Mr. Connelly s action to would be more active in politics, like
be wrong. I'm working for unity in this they ·were a few years ago," Young
party and Mr. Connelly certainly said.
.
didn't help in trying to achieve this
'As Nov. 7 draws near, Young said
his campaign strategy will remair.
unity," Young said.
Despite the possibility of the bullet, basically the same.
Young said be is not bitter toward
"I will continue to make as man)
Connelly,
and
feels
that
both public appearances as possible," he
said.
Democrats can still be elected.
Young noted he .is not seeking a
"We'll be blitzing the precincts just
bullet vote from his home county trying to make sure that the people
Vcnnilion Demc>crats to counter- turn out," he added.
balance the apparent Coles County
bullet.
"My main concern is party unity and
I honestly think we have a chance to
get two Democrats elected in this
·
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wins Florida·
tfip in frat raffle

lsll

7.Nights

•

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Specialists Since 1938
OPEN DAYS, EVENINGS. & WEEKENDS
For Information, Plea,. Cfill:

(217) 367-00lf

week-EVEN SUND
-

a

Take I 5 7 South fo the First Effingha
Then U.S. 45 South One Mile·
,

·

•

Doonesbury I

Open 6:00 pni to 1 :00 am

-

llCAT• CRE •DAT
OCAT• CMAT
SAT• VAT• LSAT
NMBI n.m
ECFMG REX• VQE
NAT'L DENT BOS NURStNG BOS
STANLEY H. KAPLAN

each day for the latest in

DISCO

Junior Brad McVey was the winne r

of a trip for two to Florida in the third
annual Pi Kappa Alpha raffle.
The drawing for the trip was held at
Ted's Warehouse Tuesday. A total of
St ,100 in prize money was distributed,

Third place winner Keith Kuchen
. becker, freshman, won a keg of beer�
In addition, gift certificates from
local businesses were awarded to 23
persons at the drawing, Blaisdell said.

Tune into the

TOOL SHED

Mc Vey

Pike member Chauncey Blaisdell said.
Thursday.
Jodi Whiteley, second place winner,
was awarded S364.20·for tuition fees
for spring semester: .

Locate d in the basement of West Wing of Un·

Park Hills
N. Rt. 45
Effingham·, IL
t>h. 217-347-1111

.
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'A votes to oppo_se enterprises proposal

cGrath

objecting to the Illinois
igher Education's auxiliary
proposal wilf be ·sent to
lcials and organ�ations by
�ce Hall Association.
fs of the letter \\ill indwe
s Thompson, State Sei:iatoi-

Max Coffey, R-Charleston, Rep. Larry
Stuffle, D-Charleston, and Rep. Jim
Edgar, R-Charleston.
Letters will also be sent to each BHE
member, each Board of Governors
member, President Daniel E. Marvin,
Vice President for Student Affairs
Glenn Williams, the Student Senate

1cutive of�ices open
single �emester only

r.r

16 senate seats will be vacated.
They'are five Residence Hall Pistrict.
seats, five At-Large District seats and
six Off-Campus District seats, one of
which will be a one semester term.
. The remaining 15 s enate seats are
all one-year terms.
cutive offices open for
. l>etitions for the election will be
Nov. 15 include student available at 8 a.m. Oct. 30 in the
ent, executive vice presi student government office.
cial vice president and the
The petitions will be due at 5 p.m.
argaining representative Nov. 3, when a meeting of all can
oulihan, Elections Commi didates will take place.
.
. erson, said Wednesday
100 purpose of the meeting is to in
, the seats for the executive form all candidates of election rules
again be for one year after and regulations, Houlihan said.
n. .
100 polls for the election will be lo
tovemment leaders deci cated in the University Union Ballroom
be better to elect officers and in the southeast corner hallway of
g rather than in the fall, as Coleman Hall.
done for all posts except
Voting hours will be from 7:30 a.m.
dent representative.
. to 7:30 p.m., and an ID is required to
n to the. executive offices, be able to vote.
nstitutional change made
the upcoming student
election will be unusual in
of office . for the four
cers will be for only one

·

·

e ec to.sell fabrics

ows and wall Jlangmgs. are

ucts from many of the
!es sold at the annual honte
,.mple sale, graduate .as
. Christensen said Thurs11 sale

will feature samples

25 cents to $1.25 and soine
over a foot long, Chris-

, cheduled for 9 a.m to 4

p.m; Tuesday thi;ough Thursday is
sponsored by the Student Home
Economic Association. It will be held
in the ·Applied Arts and Education Building Room 211.
The samples will include many diff
erent. types and sizes of fabrics which
are bought from the Merchandise
Mart in Chicago for the sale, Chris
tensen said.

and the Eastern News.
'The BHE proposal calls for the eli
mination of state subsidies to auxiliary
enterprises, which at Eastern include
the residence halls, the University
Union and parts of the Lantz Building.
Marvin has said that the proposal
could cost students as much as $89 per
year for the next three years.
. The BHE will vote on the proposal
.next month.
The RHA also responded to . a
request by Student Senator Bill Bu
kowski to support his efforts to switch
the designations of Lot E and Lot J.
Lot E is presently a lot for com
muters only and Lot J is reserved for
Lincoln Hall; Stevenson Tower and
Douglas Hall residents.
Residents of the LSD Complex have
_

.complained their cars are too far away
.from the halls and too isolated, leaving
them open to possible vandalism or
theft.
''This decree was made at the be
g i nn ing of the semester and is total
"
ly lacking in common sense, Buk·

owski said.

RHA voted to send letters support
ing Bukowski's proposal to Marvin,
Vice President for Student Affaixs
Glenn Williams, John Pauley, chair
man of the University Traffic Commi
ttee, Student Body President Tom
Holden and the Eastern News.
� newsletter produced by the RHA
announcing various hall activities is
scheduled for completion in about two
weeks.

·
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Computers
to aid in·
ope·rations

CO PY - X,

means ...
•RESUMES P RE PA RED
*COPY�EXCELLENCE
• 4¢ XEROX·COPIES 4�
·*COPY-EXTRA FAST.
*COPY-EXTRA ECONOMY. • BUSINES5.CARDS
*COP
. Y-XEROX.QUALITY
•T H ESIS AND REPORTTYPI
and
.
•LOW PRICE; FAST OFFSET
* CO P Y-EXPER T
.
PRINTI
•GRADUATION &WEDOIN
WHERE?· AC ROSS MORTON PA RK
ANNOUNCEME
(1112 DIVISIO N ST.), JUST I BLOCK
NORTH OF McDONALDS
•RU B BER ST AMPS TO YOU
PHONE 345-6313
.SPECIFIATI
•

Eastern is seriously consideririg a
"new systematic approach to aca
demic planning," which Wayne
Owens. director of institutional re

search and planning·, said Thursday.
This new approach will be discussed
at a meeting of the National Center for
Hi�her Education Management �ys

le'vels. Owens said.
Case studies of four schools which
have adapted this system will � ex·
amined at the meeting, Owens said.
The four schools studied are West
Virginia University, Western Wash
ington University, the Kansas City

·

addresses or phone numbers this
semester should stop by the Housing·
Office and fill out" a change of address·
card to enable the fraternity to print
correct information.

Ca1np'us Clips

llotanl1ts to c...n prden
Members of the Botany Club will clean the
wildflower garden Saturday. Meet at 9:30 a.m
between the greenhouse and the Ute SciencE
Building. Lunch will be provided.
llen'1 FCA to meet
The men's fellowship of Christian Athletes will
meet at 8 p.m. Monday in . the Union addition
'Jal<Jand Room .
Jewi1h 1tudent1 to orgmnlze
/.� organizational meeting tor Jewish Eastern
V.-./.lents will be held at 4 p.m. Sunday in the
;t1r1ersity Union Panther Lair .
HulNln potentl•I meet ing
/.r. -:.rganizational meeting tor members of the
- .r.t111 Potential Committee will be held at 3:30
:. .,.., ':Murday in UniverSity Apartment 85. All
--'r �' are urged to attend.
Sin9+thon to ral.. fund•
�f"'.;) Alpha Eota, a music fraternity. will hold
a V•�-�-lhon from 4 p.m. Friday through 4 p.m.
�/. 11"1 the Lobby of the Fine Arts BuHding.
Furrn Mii be used rc>r a braile transcription
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Keep in Touch With What's
.Happening

- Read the

, Eastern News
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Bro �t 'to Yl · • by

·

Alpha, said Thursday.
Johnson said the directories should
be available sometime before Thanks
giving and Will be distributed free to
all black students.
He added that black students who
have changed either home or school

WEEI<

Didn't

the country, including Eastern Presi
dent Daniel E. Marvin, the only repre
sentative from Illinois, he" said.

Members of Alpha Phi Alpha fra

COPY-X TYPING CEN

COPY-X FAST P RI NT COPY CE NTER

_

ternity are working to assemble a
directory for black students on
campus, Paul Johnson of Alpha Phi

·

I Bet You

Metropolitan ·Community Colleges,
and Villa Maria ·College in Pennsyh·ania, he said.
Eastern could adapt the program as
soon as next summer if financial
apPropriations by the Board of Go
vernors are granted, Owens said.
NCHEMS is JL group of senior level
administrators from colleges all across

BlacR st udents
to rece ive n ew
address book

r

-

tems from 10 a:m. 'to 2:30 p.m. Fnday
in the Union addition Charleston
!-lattoon Room.
The system will utilize computers
and should increase efficiency on all

�oiect

?0,·1978

8'>b

Did you know there was . once 11
major football � 1n which ·tht
score--and even · ttie winner·-were
changed 48 hours after the g. arrie was
over... lt happened In 1940...Cornell
beat .Dartmouth 7·3... But on the
Monday after that ; Saturday game,
officials 'of both schools looked at
e · and realiz�
movies of the
Cornell had scored Its touchdown on
an illegal down...Even though Cornell
had an unbeaten sea8on going, they
said they woiJld 'give up the touch·
down, and thereby give up the vie·
tory... The ·result' was
declared
reversed and It was officially changed
Iii record books from Cornell 7,
"Dartmouth 3 to Dartmouth
. 3, Cornell

BU.SCH

.

.

I bet you didn't know ... Bob picks

E.l.U.

27-Northern Michigan 10.

_-S

•

•

9

EVAN_WILLIAM·s·
- 98·
$4

pkS

�OP'roo

· /SOMML
.ARI s TOCR:A.T' a·rN�
$ 3��T·.
$5.

4

9

PASSPORT.SCOTCH

ZARNOV. VODl<A·
$ 3 29 . .
750MML

OLD MR.·B: OST:ON
COCl<TAl"LS·
/SOM�.

•

OLDMILWAUI<EE .. 6

I bet you didn't know that Bob 9tters
a 10% discount if you've got a �·s
Package Liquors keychaln! .. :'Pi<;k one
·
up today!

$2981

•

6 pl<
$t

0.

Do you know how much It costs
·sponsors tor a commercial during the
Natiorial Football League games on
lV?... lt costs up to $140,000 tor
each one-minute c0mmerciaL That
figures out to more than $2,000 per'
second!

•

HAMM'S

gpm

Here's quite 1an oddlty...The man
considered .. by . many to be the
·greatest football player of all-time, Jim
ThOrpe, never played football and
never even saw a football
game until .
·
he was 17 years old!

.
12 pl<

SPECIAL
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-7soMML

CLASSIC P�Y·SHE
ct24.9,
tit> �AGNUM .
ZONIN.LAMBRU
. $.l �5th
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orld problems will be focus of new class
Mark Cully

Anew class dealing with the world's
lems of hunger, population and
will be offered this $pring
ester, JoJm Faust of the political

· ce department said Tuesday.
For the class, ''The Survival of
ity," an interdisciplinary teamhi ng approach will be used
ghout the semester, · including
res, seminar sessions and other

bing techniques, Faust said.
The team of teachers who will
ct the class include P. Scott
'th of the physics department,
chard Hummil of the sociology

department, John Faust of the political
science department, Larry Bates of the
economics departme nt and Rev.
Howard Daughenbaugh of Campus
United Ministery.
Smith will lead discussion of the
world's energy alternatives with spec
ial attention on the dwindling resour
ces of oil and natural gas, Faust said.
Smith will also consider solar and
nuclear energy in the latter part of the
·
20th Century.
·

·

Hummil will talk on the alternative
appr9aches in dealing with the popu
lation crisis in the different parts of the

world, Faust said.

-

lttolunteer solicitation for donations
one way Eastern students can get
olved with the eastern Coles County
ter of the United way.
Larry Drake, local United Way drive
an, said Thursday the group is
'bly short of volunteers" and
use the help of Eastern students.
folunteer solicitors would be in
ed in contacting people where they
k and asking for donations.
With less than two weeks left in the
·ve, about $10,000 has been raised
rd this years goal of $4S,OOO.
The fund raising drive started Ort. t
· .

ces.
Faust said he will be discussing the
politics of world hunger and the

alternative. approaches·. to feeding
people in various parts of the world in
the cominjl decades.

Bates W°ill deal with the economic
implications of world crisis and' pos
sible changes that will have to occur in
the economic system, Faust said.
Daughenbaugh will talk on the
·

'

Binited . .

He said students should take out as'
as needed so the Financial Aids
ce will have enough t9 give
mryone.
He said as soon as one student pays.
ed money �ack,. his office can
the money to another student.

and will end Oct. JI
Drake emphasized that the United
money
raises
Way· traditionally
through wage earners. ''Eastern Coles
County never raises money through
projects, but rather through reaching
people where they work,'' Drake said.
Eastern staff members and Civil
Service workers have been active
donators for:" the United Way and "we
are very pleased with the response we
get," Drake added.
The money will go to 18 agencies in
Coles County including the Help Line
Rape Line and Women Against Rape.

FELLOWSHIP
. �unday Worship 10:30a.m.

.

Mattoon Rm:
Union Charleston·
.
C_ost Supper Sunday 5:30p.m.
Christian Campus House
Wednesday Bible.Study? p.m.
Christi an Campus Ho use

�
-...::�

Complex on

·

·

In order to o\>�in an emergency
foan, a student mu�t . l>e in good
academic standing with the school and
have been enrolled here for at least
one semester, Pullen said.

:
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An exqui ite easel-backed alarm clock in an intricately
scrolled picture frame case. Pretty as a picture-and
practical, too. With a reliable 30-hour, key-wound
etal case
gol en
movement and simple-set alarm
with champa gne dial or pewter f1ms h with s1 ver

s
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Across From LSD

A student may borrow up to $100
and is allowed 90 days to pay it back.
Most students usually return the
money on time,. Pullen said.
However, for those who do not, the
financial aid o�ce can get the money
back. If a student is receiving some
other cype of financial aid the money
will be subtra�ed fro.m those funds, he
said.

. .. .� :.

·

_faust added that the course does not
count toward any major or meet any
general education requirement.
''It is what we call a thought
provoking course for people who are
interested." Faust said.
Faust said the course, which is listed
as Arts and Sciences 3001, will provide
three hours of upper level credit
toward education.
The course will meet from 4 p.m. to
5:15 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday,
Faust added.

CHRISTIAN COLLEGIATE

mergency loan status
o depend on borro·wers

The funds in Eastem's emergency
fund will not dry up this semester
those students who borrow the funds
y them back promptly, a financial
llpokesman said Tuesday.
Elnier Pullen, financial aid counsel
said the amount of cash in the fund

ethical implication of the various crisis
affecting the world.

·

olunteer· solicitors
ought by United Way
Cheryl Bennett·

Hummil will also . discuss how the
growth of population is threatening the
world's availability of natural resour-
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Grant St. 345-6990
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R e t ired. miil is t e r fin ds n e w care e r in c ome�

b�· Karen Kam
There was a different kind of act
performing last w.ttk. at the Universtiy

That s1.,me...,ne who

they have hooked up at Fox Ridge

once you have been on tele

pastoral appearances at several area

material, " he said.

but"would. like to stay away

"I want it (the act) to be fun

are always under pressure to get

State Park. Bowles still makes guest

is a little older

.,...._._

lack of constant audiences for
.

ity

his

of

making

a televisioa

however, and said eventuallJI It

entertainment is looking for engage

probably happen: .
' 'It �ould be best to appear
Mike Douglas Show because it

ments and bookings that will enable

him to share his talents.

An ideal type of j ob, Bowles said,

performed his comedy act

·

Bowles did not rule out the

Presbyterian churches but due to a

·

ah••' happens t1.' be a retired Presby
terian minister in Charleston by the
name of OihOn Bowles.

&'wles

television" as long as he can.

and his wife bought a trailer which

tha t it was the 1.'nl�· 1."0medy act among
1 0 musical acts �d it was performed
a,·erage college student.

ministering job six years ago and he

Bowles retired from his everyday

differed from the others in

by someone a linle older than the

Bowles also hopes . to branch
frotl1 the church groups some

congregation would ask me what

Board Open Stage Coffeehouse.
The act

happened, " Bowles said.

f,,r the '""ffeehouse but usually per

would be to perform engagements for

the audience I want to reach,"

a.!ult gn'ups .
He said his j1."'tes are geared to adult
audien..-es but children enjoy them

tion that can guarantee an audience of

Jes to provide entertainm� II

forms for .:hUI\:h groups and other

at least 100 adults.
Bowles does

a}S(I. He labeled his brand of comedy
and

philosophy

talents that she tried to persuade him
to go to Hollywood for a screen test.

preaching

that does not offend any one.

However Bowles said his mother
' 'If s just clean fun and entertain- · talked him out of going .aiid now· he is

ment. " Bowles said.
Bowles started his entertainment act

glad that she did.
·"I would have gone to hell ht a hurry

while be attended Maryvile College in

becam� a Presbyterian minister, con

many years ago as he worked his way
through school singing on radio shows

Tennesee

if I had gone to Hollywood, " he said.
Instead Bowles saved himself and

fining his jokes to the pulpit on
Sunday.
' 'The jokes became a regular thing

and McC ormick ' Theological Seminary in Chicago..
Bowlf'S sang three nights a week on
·

··

radio. His voice and drama teacher
bad enough confidence . in Bowles'

b y Kan n Hamilton

Children's Workshop, sponsored by
the Eastern fine arts department, will
conduct its third session this semester
from 9 a.m. to 1 1 a.m. Saturday in the
Dou� Fi.De Arts Building.
The .workshop is conducted by
Eastern student teachers, mainly those
enrolled in art education courses,
Sarah Redd , assistant director, said.
·

Oose to 30 students help with the
60 children from
approximately
Charleston and surrounding com
in the
munities who participate
workshop, she said." Each week the
children work in different areas of art
according to their grade level.
The works op "is held for six weeks
·

�

d

Every Sunday I would throw one in an
if I missed, one of the people from the

Fine arts departm �nt conducts·
third childr� n ' s art workshop
·

charge

for

write him at P. 0. Box 325,

his

fon, n, 61920.

in the fall and six weeks in the spring,
she said.
At the end of the six weeks there will

visits,

"That is why I ask for a guarantee of

100 adults, " he said. "They have

money . "

.

Bowles is also in

keeping up his guest appe

·

Sunday at area Presbyterial

- T E D'S PRES ENT·s
F ri day

"Ti mothy P.
a n d R.R. #:. 3"
Cou ntry

Roc k

Satu rday

''RA VE N
· H ot Rock G roup
from Ch i cago

be an open house for the parents, at
which time the children will display

their art.
Redd said the workshop is an assef to
the community since many times
children do not get a chance to work
�ith art in school. It also gives the
students an exposure to children, she
·

said. ·
Anyone is welcome to visit the
.
workshop, Redd said.
The workshop is directed by Rod
Buffington, director of the Paul
Sargent Art Gallery.
·

Chicago Style Pizza·
Italian Sandwiches
PIZZA JOE'S.

"FORMERL Y ADDUCCI'S NO. 2 "

345-2829

•E

CJlaADU.rs
r .,..., suo

�-

7:11 1:00
•;.

I
·.

•

In addition to entertainmeaC

giving.

Bac k from Denve r

Evening
Times:

. • ;,�;.
............'!>

not

inviU,

group meetings or other oc

appearances but depends on free will

Chilton Bowles

as · · sanitary good humor" made up of,

comedy.

Persons interested in

church groups or any other organiza

I I

The Original PIZZA JOE'S
L ocated behind University Village

Pickup or Delivery until 2 a.m. 345-2829

1 9��
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Vo men netters in ban ner
rear; future seems bright

Short st op D r ive-In

Julie Penne
After completing the season with a
l record and netting fourth place in
s state meet, women's head tennis
ach Joyce David is ' ' extremely
ppy' with her team and th�ir
•

uon.

that will

be hard to match for

.a 7ear's team. "

B o w l o f Ch i l i
&.
Sma l l D r i n k

·

.

tlcluded in the Panther's six wins
efive shutouts. The netters blanked
iauw, Indiana State, Ball State,
'estem Illinois and Northern Illinois.
''The victories we won by shutouts,

'

· ed with th� season in general

the coach and her squad are
y Jooking · ahead to the spring

e have a ·very young team this
and they are all eager to play, "

�lained, · ''most . of the girls will

9blmin
" .g for the spring season.''

bomore Patty Groth and fresh
Jill Anderson completed the

with perfect 7-0 records in
season play.
tty had an excellent sophomore

," said David. "She played very
and I'm sure that she will mature

a top player riext year and her
year."
.
"JOI, too, played extremely well in
s and doubles both. She and Sue
teamed to play doubles · and
came away with fourth in the

g with 6-1 records

fresh
Sue Moore and Deb Belton. Both
their lone defeats against
.

·

are

State.

the girls had very successful
and fell to two very difficult

J i l l Anderson
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t{egs

o f Beer

WE

B usch , - Pab st ,

1v\ i l l e r L i t e , M i en ,

H A VE

F REE I c e w i t h Keg

ICE

ting in May and will be the only
lost from the squad for next fall. *
ona is a very strong player," *
·d said ._She played as either the
r five or six singles player and . *

:

·

I

*
*
thy has been captain for the last *

Developed int o a very good
.

es player" .

.

r

JU.rs and has been a· very good
for the rest of the team, " David

I

*

ued. She is a perfect model of *
•ty and temperament on the
. With such a young team coming *

*
*
*
*
, David sees a "bright outlook that *
*
Gilly get better. "
most of the girls on the team * '
*
freshman and sophomores, we *
have a good crop of players *
hate to lose her as a player as well
example to the others. "
· g even further ahead to next

up for the spring season' ·and
I next year," David predicted.
have a lot of promise coming up
these players as well as any
an jl)at. may. �o.�e in.,"
·

I

*

,
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·M anl sch ewl tz �
L i g h t W i n es

$ 1 89

1 /5

$ 1 59

�
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G ordon ' s
G in

*

i'l

Busch

A LW A Y S

St r o hs . M i l l e r ,

6

,
.

I M i ckey's
I
*
M alt
*
*
*
Liquor
**•
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F R I - SA T - S U N

*
pak b ot t l es
*
man Mona Etchison and sen- *
lathy Holmes round out"the fall *
---•
Holmes will be . * ----JI
5-2 slate.
ents against ISU , " said David.

$ 1 . 1 9·

:'iupp ort Eastern NewsA. d11ertisers .

� Illinois.

time and it was one of our goals at
lleginning of the season,' � David

Sma l l D r i n k

C o r n e r o f 7 t h &.. L i n c o l n

jir first win ever, in a dual meet,

My biggest thrill and the team's
when we beat Illinois. It was
ing that we wanted to do for a

Sma l l F r i es

$1.19

jilt o ur morale sky-high and it
lldinued through our win over the
alversity of Illinois, ' ' said David.
'Eastern . downed the Illini 5-3 for

·

Ham &. Cheese

H a m b u rg � r

"l am extr�mely pleased with our
11111 ttis year," said Jltvid, ''I think it is a

110n

S u nday

Fr i day &.. Sat u rday

.;
"
4
"

"

Canad i an
LTD
Qt .

Riunit e
$ 46 9
La1nbrus co
1 / 5 $ 22 9

I

Lt . R u m

1 /5

$ 4 39

G RAND OPEN I NG S·P EC I ALS
W h i le Th�y La�t

-OLD MIL

1

$3. 1

2 pa k c a n s

7

ITA LIAN SWISS CO LONY M AG S ·

$ 2 �6 5
'

ORA W I N.G FOR GRAND OPEN I N G S U N DAY AT

2 pm

( D o n 't F o rg e t O u r F r e e W i n e T a s t i ng )
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Wome n 's cross co un try team to h ost dual
by

· According

Matt Davidl!IOn

they ·host a dual meet with Northern
Illinois at 11 a.m.
The teams appear to be evenly
matched. and have faced each other
earlier this year i n the Northern Illinois
Invitational with the Panthers finishing just ahead of the Huskies.
"We are goittg to have to have a

g ood performance. I think how well we
do will depend on how our lower

r unners run, " coach Joari Schmitt
said. "Hopefully we can group everyone pretty well together. It is really

important that we get a strong
showing· from our two thru five
runners. . . she added.

Illinois University-Carbondale Invita

tional last weekend. "
Schmidt went on to say that Shlith is
·

running very well at this time.
Referring to Saturday's showdown,
Schmidt said that "Robin is a stronger
runner than Northern 's top runner,
Colleen Buck . "
At the NIU meet Smith defeated

Buck by 40 seconds to breeze to a 1st

place finish.
According to Schmidt Sonia Olsson
could · be the key to a Panther win.
"Sonia did real well at the SIU meet

Sox nam e K e ss i n g e r t o b e
p l aye r - m an.a g e r ; D o by o ut

·

·

CHICAGO (AP)-Shortstop Don
Kessinger, a nice guy who learned the
ropes from Leo Durocher, was named
Thursday as player-manager 9f the.
Chicago White Sox by club President
Bill Veeck .
Kessinger succeeds Larry Doby, who
took over from Bob Lemon last June
30 and had a 37-50 record at the helm
of the club.
Lemon was later hired by the New
York Yankees and led them to the
world championship.
"I'm more a Bob Lemon-type
personality," said K,essinger, who has
separate one-year contracts as a player
and a manager. " But I learned a lot
from Leo. He was tough to play for
because he was tough to please.''
Kessinger broke into the majors as ·a
shortstop with the Chicago Cubs in
1965 when Durocher was the manager.

are similar, we will have· a I�
advantage knowing what our couril
like: ' ' she said.

to Schmidt, Robin Smith
would have to rate as the favorite in
the meet.
"She's only been beaten at the
Western Illinois Invitational and she is
coming off a win at the Southern

. Eastern 's women 's cross country
team \\ill be at home for only th.e
second time this season Saturday, as

He later was traded to the St. Loui�
Cardinals and came to the White Sox
at the tail end of the 1 977 season to
shore up a defenseless infie,d.
In
naming
Kessinger
manager,
Veeck said, "We feel that Don
Kessinger has outstanding leadership
qualities and he will be particularly
suited to leading the young defensive
club that the White Sox will field next
year. "
But Veeck also took 9ut some . in
surance on Kessinger's managerial
ability by hiring Bobby Winkles and
Joe Sparks as Kessinger's coaches.
Winkles was a highly successful
college coach at Arizona State and also
managed in the major leagues. Last
spring he quit as manager of the
Oakland A's even though the A's had a
surprisingly good start.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
DEADLINE

For a student to be considered a
. Fall Semester 1 978 graduate ALL
graduation r �em ents must be met
.
n Fnday, January 1 2 ,
by 4:30 p.m. 8"
1 979. This means that any removals
of incompletes, changes of grades, or
an official transcript of academic work
from another institution MUST reach
Records Office by that date . If all
requirements are not met, the student
should reapply for graduation for
Spring Semester 1 9 79 no later than
January 26, 1 9 79.
James E. Martin
Registrar

REAPPLICATION
FOR GRADUATION

SPRING COMMENCEMENT . •
Spring Commencement has l:)een
set officially for 2' p.m. Sunday, May
1 3 , 1 979.
Kenneth E. Hesler
Director of University Relations ·
TEACHING CERTIFICATES

October 13 was the deadline for fall
graduates, wishing an Illinois
Teaching Certificate, to apply for
Cards of Entitlement . Any fall 1 9 78
candidates for graduation who want
and are eligible for a teaching cer
tificate , but who have not yet applied
for Cards of Entitlement, should
contact ·George Schlinsog · in the
Buzzard Education Building, Room
1 00, immediately. Although the
deadline has passed, this office will do
everything possible to obtain the
necessary Entitlement Cards by the
end of the term. Prompt action on the
student's i:>art . however, will be a vital
factor.
George W. Schlinsog
Assistant Dean, School of Education

407 7th

·

Any student who has applied for
graduation for a future semester or
summer term and then finds that he
will be graduated either a semester or
summer term earlier or later MUST
make reapplication for graduation to
the Records Office. There is no
additional charge for reapplication.
Reapplication must be accomplished
no later than the pub6shed deadline of
the new semester or summer term
when he plans to graduate . For Spring
Semester 1 979 the deadline is
January 26, 1 979.
1
James E. Martin
Registr&r

TEXTBOOK LIBRARY NOTES

Textbook sales for the
Fall
Semester wiH erd on October 27,
1 978. Texts are sold at a discount
depending upon the number of times
that the text has been checked out.
Students who wish to purchase a text
which is checked out to them must
bring the text with them at the time of
the sale.
Discarded texts will be avai�ble for
sale prices ranging frorr. $ 1 .00 to
$. 1 O throughout the semester.
Richard L. Sandefer
Manager, Textbook Library

St.

(1

,

Block East of Post Office)

345-3655

A FULL· LINE
MARKET

. Arch wa y
Coo k i es
--A l l V a r i e t i e s..-

· National 81ands
· P1ivate Labels
· Bulk P1oduce
F1esh Meats

Jonathan
Ap p l es

· Free Pa1king

3 lb. Bag

·

89¢

U S DA C h o i ce

PLACEMENT SEMINARS

SO YOU'RE LOOKING FOR
CAREER EMPLOYMENT!
All seminars will be held in the
Martinsville Room of the University
Union
YOUR JOB CAMPAIGN, LETTERS
AND RESUMES
October 23-Monday-9 a.m.
October 2 4-Tuesday-1 0 a.m.
October 25-Wednesday- 1 p.m.
October 26-Thursday-2 p.m.
October 27-Friday-3 p.m.
INTERVIEWING
AND
JOB
ALTERNATIVES
October \30-Mcinday-9 a.m.
October 31 -Tuesday-1 O a.m.
November 1 -Wednesday-1 p.m.
November 9-Thursday-2 p.m.
(Note change of date from earlier flier)
November 1 O-Frid.ay-3 p.m.
(Note change of date from earlier flier)
Robert E. Jones, Asst. Dir.
Career Planning & Placement Center

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Bl-RnrRY��m

emnurs

Official Notices
Students who plan to take any work
by correspondence MUST have that
course approved in Records Office
prior to enrolling for the course .
Students should ask to see Mr.
Conley or Mr. Martin to discuss taking
work by correspondence.
James E. Martin
Registrar

-·

October
2 3 -Navy
Officer
Program-Union.
October 24-McGladrey, Hansen &
Dunn; CoUege Life Ins. Co.; Navy
Officer Program.
October 25-111. Farm Bureau;
Action-Peace Corps; Ernst & Ernst;
Thrall Car Mfg.
October 26-State Farm Ins. Co.;
McDonnell Douglas ; Hyster Co.
October 31 -Hyster Co. ; Ill. Power
Co.
�vember 1 -Woolco .
November 2-Continental HI. Tele.
Co . ; Spurgeon's; K-Mart Apparel.
November 6-K-Mart Corp.
November 8-U ARCO:
State
Mutual Life Assur. Co. of Am.
November 9-Peat,
Marwick,
Mi.chell & Co. ; Burroughs Corp.

T- Bo n e S t e a k s
$2°9 lb.
S i r l o i n St e a ks
$ 1 ·8 9 l b
G O O D T H R U l 0 -2 1 -7 6

Official Notices are paid for through the

Office of
notices

University Relat ions. Questions concerning
should be directed to that office.

November 1 4- Price Waterhouse.
November' 1 5-Uberty Mutual Ins.
1 6-Northwestern
November
Mutual Life Ins. Co.
CAREER
SEMINARS-ALL
STUDENTS WELCOME
October 24-lllinois Farm Bureau
Shelbyville Rm . , Univ. Union-7:00
p.m.
October 25-State Farm Ins. Co.
Shelbyville Rm., Univ. Union-7:30
p.m.
October 30-lllinois Power
Sullivan Room., Univ. Union-7:00
p.m.
November 1 -Continental rn. Tele.
Co.-Shelbyville Rm . , Univ.
Union·
7:30 p.m.
November 7-UARCO lncorp.
Shelbyville Rm., Univ. Unlon-7:00
p.m.
November 1 4-Liberty Mutual Ins.
Co.�ShelbyvHle Rm . , Univ. Union7 : 00 p.m.
1 5-Northwestern
November
Mutual Life-Shelbyville Am., Univ.
Union-7 :00 p.m.
. James Knott, Director
Career Planning & Placemt.."'t Center

STUDENT TEACHING

1 979-80

All students planning to student
teach during summer 1 97� Fall
1 97 9 · or Spring "'1 980 will be ex
pected to . attend departmental
meetings on Friday, November 1 0 ,
1 978 at 2:00 P . M . to apply for an
assignment. Rooms for the m�9tings
will be listed In next week's Of(fci!M
Notices and will be posted in the
Student Teaching Office (Bus."· " Ed.
Mtg. Oct. 3 1 )
A . Zabka
Director, Student Teaching

.•

.

\
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ifiedS ·

Friday ,

•

wanted invnediately!
home-no experience
-excellent pay.
Write
Service, 8350 Park Lane,
1 27, Dallas , TX 75231 .

�------�--�o

Joe's needs immediate help.
d behind University VIiiage.
have car . Apply in person or
Mike Fischer at 345-2829.
time construction labourers
From 9 a.m.·3 p.m. Call
.
1 92.

Wanted
Female roommate wanted starting
. 1 to share 2 bedroom
use. $85 per month plus etec.
978 after 2 : 00 p.m.
s need house near campus
spring semester. 581 -2001
....._____________�o
Riders oornmuting dally
Sulivan . Hours 8:00 to 4:30.
581-53 1 7.
..----------------�24
mrED: Students with sales
a
· 1 eager for extra "pin" money.
kit with Pi PRESS products.
. (30 plus products)
ous free samples. Mail check
PRESS , Inc. Box 2337 1 ;
, Hawaii, 96822. .

each

_J. 0

__._

_
__
__
__
__
__
_

For Rent

For Sale

flaneer SA-8500 ·so watt/channel,

2500 tuner like new $400. 345-

31
...._____________-'
stereo, perfect condition,
, Royal portable typewriter, $20,
lots of good records from the
'a- 1 970's for sale. 345-6663
-..�----�--�23
(111der-dash) car cassette,
reverse with locking fast
and . rewind-almost new.
8-846 1 .

notified , Ne cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after
its first insertion.

For Sa le

An nouncements

An nou ncements

Annou ncements

Mid-length suede coat. Size 1 3/ 1 4 .
Like new. $50, 345-3072.

Delta Sigma Phi would like to invite
you to their traditional 4 O'Clock Club
today at the chapter house. 1 705 9th
-------�20

Happy birthday Hudley. l ,owe you a
birthday kiss. Clarkbar
_20
When you · think of kegs and
package liquor. . .think of Bob's
Package Liquor. 345-4636.
-_...___________oo
---�
Excellent typist available for all
typing duties. Reasonable rates. After
5, call 345-7206.
31
Charlie: Happy Birthday this Friday.
I'm yours! Love ya. Stacy.
�---O
-'----"
Pregnant? Need Help? All choices
are offered. 8-8, Toll Free 1 -800438-8039.

John: Thanks for the
times.
Have a happy birthday Saturday, from
the Munchkin

Help Wa nted
at

1 1 .

Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1
28 1 2 . A t?)(>rrect ad will appear in the next edition. Unless

Classified Ads

lldlhtSsers

· • • • t•r• N e w •

Oct. 20, 1 9 78

For sale: Dokoder reel-to-reel. For
$290. 581 -2038, "Ray."
-------0
House plants for sale-Cheap345·3 1 65
Bic 920 turntable, 3 months old,
with ACD-QLM-34 cartridge 3 weeks
old. $50. 581 -2305.
-------0
1 973 Mazda RX-3; red with black
vinyl top, AM-FM, 4-speed, air,
MPG, 4, 500 miles. Phone 3455478.
, 4
For sale: 30' telescopic tower and
antenna, $50. 6 1 8·686· 7791 .
-------'---4
1 968 Plymouth: Must see and drive
to appreciate. Dependable. 345·
9347.
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
....,_
__
__
_
_.3
Loaded 1 977 Buick LaSabre. Must
sell. Best offer. 258-6247.
__
__
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_.3
used Selmer Signet Clarinet
$ 1 25 or best offer. 581 -31 59 .
24

good

Good

An nou ncements
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday kiss. Frenchy
__
__
...;,______________..o
RACKETBALL rackets,
Z·balls,
' super Z·balls , Seamco balls , gloves,
griptape,
eyeguards,
rackets
restrung, regriped .. Open 4 pm-9 pm.
Taitt's Tennis Shop: 345-2600.
__
_
__
__
__
_
_
_
_
__
_
_....5
Copy-X, Volume 4 cents Xerox
· Copies. Large documents 25- cents.
Extra large 40 cents. Reduction 25
cents . .Rubber stamps. 1 1 1 2 Division .
345-631 3.
----0
----�-Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
Jirthday kiss. Munch
------- 0
Happy Birthday Tom Pelzer; You old
man! Guess who?! l.S.B.
----o
--'-''-----�
·steve, only 240 days to 'go. I love
you! Julie
��---0
--Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday
. Find
_... o
__
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
__
__
_
Wet towels, teddy bears, graham
crackers, and strawberry jam wish
Mary a happy birthday. Love Amy,
Karen, Jeanie

kiss

805 Uiwson Lovelies: Be prepared !
John

Answer to
" On the Verge"

I will do anything for money. Phone
Dizzie Lizzie 2241 .
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_20·
Jody G., Jody G., Super 1 9th! From
the CarroHton Gang and S.A.
----20
-Scummy and Vascular system:
Have a happy b-day from Hanyuk,
Pake Lake, Tennessee, Chumley
Choker, Pigeye, the Cloucher.
' 0
Plates-Good times go with good
friends. This will be a weekend to
remember. Wanna play crazy eights?
Love, Terri
_.. o
__
_
_
_
__
__
_
__
_
_
_
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday kiss. Rock
____20
___
Tom: Happy 2 1 st birthday to the
-;ireatest guy around. Thanks for the
best 1 year, 1 month, 1 week, and 3
days of my life! Love forever, Angie
-------0
"Friend:"
luck at SIU
Saturday. I'll be thinking about you
because you're weird. 1 John 2 :23 .
Your no. 1 fan.
----0
--Gritt, Happy big 1 9. We knew you
would make it.
ya Sunday. We'll
Old Style it down. Love, P.H . .
"Dutto," S.A. Klutz, an d Mouse
�----- 0
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a'
birthday kiss. Ego
----0
--Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday kiss. Elf
-------------------0
Birthright listens,
gi v es free
pregnancy tests. Mon.-Fri. 3: 007:00. 348-8551
-------·00
Protect your right to choose. We
need your help. National Abortion
Rights Action League. Call 3459285.
-------�0 1
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
.
birthday
. Frito
-------0
Now you can buy a date! Sat. Oct.
21 in front of the Delta Zeta House at
4 p.m. Come. buy your favorite Delta
Zeta and go to the party afterwards.
--�------ 0
To the gals who spied on Regency
Tues. night, I've got my eye on you.
Newky
--------� O
ME ANGELS-You did a SUPER
job! Be proud, stand tall , and give 'em
. . . in volleybaH ! !

Good

See

kiss

Roe's Regular Card Holders, 4
o'clock club Friday. New room
downstairs.
__
__
_
_
_
__
_
__
__
_
_
_,. 7
Buy a Delta Zeta. Party for pur
chaser, purchase & · p4rchaser af
terwards. All this takes place 4 p.m.
Sat. Oct. 2 1 at the Delta Zeta house.
Everyone welcome.
__
__
_
__
__
.__
__
__
__
__
_.
20
Anyone interested in playing
bridge? Call Laura 5280 between 68.
--______
___------ .--20
·
Cathy , octo ber Pike . H .a .
----o
----"'
Margaret, Happy 1 9th blrtn<lay.
Love always, Lance. Remember
I
am !
_
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_...o
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday kiss. Sar .

wno

floor

To the second
Lincoln girt, 1
know "Cleo" was busy-I was playing,
it! Douglas Coroner

two

Happy
decades, Faye-Raye!
(You old lady) Love Coop
----o
---�
Mary Hudson-Break out of your
teens in style! Have a great birthday
Saturday.
__________________20
Experienced typist will do any
typing, fast, efficient, reasonable.
345-7755.

--------�--0

I'll type for you. Call sandy at 3459397.

L-Jeff, Now that you are 2 � , its time
you throw away your inflatable girt
with the pulsating actions and get
yourself a Real Woman! BJ and Mike
,20
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday kiss. Pres
In memOry of D!lvid Aulabaugh who
died April 28, 1 977. His friends.
______o
Polish Power! After 450 years, we
demand respect! 0. Tarski
_
___.
__.,
__
__
_
_
__
_
_
_
__o
Cindy, with the wing on the left, and
.the wing on the right, we'll be in St.
Louis tonight. . . Fartski! Squisha
-��-�
����__..
· 0
Happy. Sweetest Day to "Sweet
Betsy From Pike," from the "Red
Baron."
Terri, 1 st year great. May I order an
eternity more, wlo refunds. Love,
Shawn
--------�·20
-SHEA, fabric sale, Oct. 24-26, 9·4
J)m, Rm 2 1 1 , AAE Bldg. , Great 'buys
5
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
bir:thday kiss. Goose

Lost and Fou nd
.
Lost: (Thursday a.m.) T1 -55
Calculator between Science . Buffding
and Carman. Substantial Reward. Call
58 1 -6 1 20 soon .
--------------------2 0
Loat:
(Saturday
Nltel Driver's
License,
please
contact Phyllis
Tambling • 348-881 9.
Lost: Glasses with a black flower
case. Call 58 1 -2273. Reward.
Lost: A girl's sweaterriacket with
satin front, mauve & brown. Lost on
campus 10/4. Call Karen at 3344.
. 3

-

••

COST PER DAY:

Party was perfect. Watergate-Great, but paopie on the pimpers.

TAKIN6 7Hf. EVCNING (FF, MR .
CAFUEJ{ HEADS aJT70 1'FI<. 5TAOU1,
IA/HEl?E He 15 7HE Hf}fD?B) 6UE5T
tF 7HE MANAGEMENTa= 7HE
WASHINriTDN �SKJN5 '

ANO-N/6/fT 51J41MITRY
FINALLY 000/ 11' IAJITH
AN EXHAIJ5TED PRE-510ENT '

DO IT YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD

Happy birthday Hudley. 1 owe you a
birthday kiss. Polishqueen
· O
Shawnee: Thanks for a fantastic
year! Here's to the next 1 00. Love

' c.c.
--------�''--20

Are your leaves falling? The Delta
Chi pledges will rake your yard for a
reasonable fee on Saturday, 1 0-21 •
78. For appointment cail 345-9053
between 6·1 0 p.m.
--------'--""o
Happy birthday Hudley. I owe you a
birthday kiss. Kimbeo
-------'---""o
Delta Zeta Auction-Saturday, Oct. .
21 at 4 p.m. in front of the Delta Zeta
House. All welcome.

71E 7lllO IJ£E:t5 fF IJAY

crossword puzzle

good

FWT8ALl

QJJ8. .

•

�

50 cents for 1 0 words or less, $1 for 1 1 -20 words. Students
50 per cent discount if paid in advance. All ads under $2

get
AOTO READ

MUST be paid in advance. Name and phone number are
required for office purposes.
NAM E :
ADDRESS:

O START

AND RUN FOR

Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern N ews
box in Union or bring to News office in Student
Services
Building by noon the day before it is to run.
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Ae rial c i rc u s i n sto re as Pan t h e rs battle N M

by Carl Gerdovich

·

Two of the nation's top Division II
quarterbacks square off Saturday
when Eastern' s Panthers travel to
Marquette, Mich. to face Northern
Michigan in a , 1 2 p.m. Mid-Continent
Conference clash.
Eastern's Steve Turk and Northern
Michigan's Todd Krueger have been
exchanging the one-two spots on the
MCC's passing charts in the early
weeks of the league's initial season.

' Ot her Mee games
Akron at Youngstown State
Western Illinois at Northern Iowa

The Panthers, 'coming in at 4-2,
display a passing average of 262 yards
per game, good for second in passing
with the throwing of Turk. The
Wildcats, 4-1 - 1 with an average of 263
yards, are number one in the league
behind Krueger.
Turk currently has the lead over his
counterpart in individual total offense
with 1403 yards to Krueger's 1 285. In
six outings Turk has passed for 1 461
yards while Krueger totals 1 3 1 5 .
Krueger· continues t o hold o n to the
individual passing statistic lead. He has
thrown for eight touchdowns for an
average .of 2 1 9 yards a game. Turk has
totaled 1 1 touchdowns and an average
of 244 yards. Krueger has a slight edge .
·

Steve Turk
in completion percentage.
Advantages are difficult to deter
mine, especially with the two squads
being so evenly matched. However, it
is Homecoming for the Wildcats · at
Marquette's Memorial Fieia�
Both. teams need the win, not only
for MCC reasons, but to keep alive its
hopes for a post-season playoff berth.
"We're approaching this as a do-or
die situation, " Eastern head coach
Darrell Mudra said. "It's not so much.
for the conference but for a play-off
spot. We can't really afford another
loss on our overall record.
"By far, Northern Michigan will be
the best team we've seen. Krueger is the
best passer we'll run into," Mudra·
·

N M U 1s Todd Crueger
said.
The Wildca� though, do have good
balance between the pass and run ir
runningback's Jim Marana and Greg
Martin. Both were non-regulars a year
ago.
The Panthers have a slight edge in
rushing, relying on Poke
Cobb
averaging 1 1 1 yards per game.
The offensive receivers should play a
big role in the passing attack's and
both teams has its favorites.
Turk looks for . flanker Scott
McGhee with 28 receptions for 637
yards and James Warring with 29
catches for 559 yards.
Krueger turns to split end Pat Roach
and tight end Jack Hirn. The Wildcats

lost their top receiver early in the
when Brad Wind suffered a br
coordinatQI
· o ffensive
Shanahan reported a feW ch
the Panther lineup.
Senior Jeff Forster has
starting nod over Lonnie DentOI
fullback position while fres
Norris has grabbed the
position at offensive tackle.
"Jeff has been doing a good
us. He siniply earned the
start, " Shanahan said. "
competition at each position.
things open to the players."
Shanahan also said C
suffering from a muscle pull
expected to be ready Saturday�

·

Her� are the top IO NCAA
II football teams as selected by
of sportwriters for the
Press:
Winston-Salem (N.C.) 7
Youngstown State 6-0
Delaware 4-2 ·
Cal Poly/SLO 4-1
Nebraska-Omaha 6·1
6 . Akron 4-2
7 . North Alabama 5·0-1
7. Northern Michigan 4-1 -1
9 . Cal-Davis 4-1
1 0. Troy State (Ala.) 4-1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Harriers go to SIU - G in search of state title

by Brad Patterson
The Eastern cross

country team
takes to the road Saturday as they
attempt to win the one title that has
eluded them the past few years-the
Illinois state championship.
The University of Illinois has won
the meet and Eastern has finished
second in recent years, and the two
teams will again be the favorites
although some of the other schools
could be a factor.
"I think that Illinois and ourselves
will be the favorites, ' ' Eastern coach
Tom Woodall said, "but there are two
or three other teams that could
surprise everyone. ' '
Illinois State has wins over three Big
10 teams this season, North Central
College is a two-time Division Ill
national champion, and the host ·
. school, Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is also entering a strong
unit.
"Southern has three real strong
runners, " Woodall said.
"I don't
think they can win the whole thing, but

those top three could change things
"I really think we have peaked at
the right time , " said Reo Rorem, one
around.
"I
"North Central had two runners of the top · Eastern runners.
finish ahead of our top finisher at personally have looked to peaking for
Notre Dame two weeks ago, so they'll the state and the nationals. ''
be strong, too," Woodall said.
Eastern's Bob Feller echoed those
This meet is different than in the sentiments.
past in there are six or seven teams
"This is the year, " Feller said. "I
that could possibly win the event.
really feel like we can beat Illinois this
"It figures to be a real battle, " season. We have been running well all
Woodall continued. "This will pro- season long, and the seniors on the
bably be the most hotly contested team team really want to win the state this
time."
.
competition in a, Iot of years. "
The key to the Eastern chances is
One other aspect of the meet which
whether or not Joe Sheeran can run in favors Eastern is the fact that for one
top form. Sheeran, hobbled the entire of the few times this season, the
season with an ankle injury, was held Panthers are healthy.
out of last weekend's MCC race, and
"It's kind ·of frustrating not to have
Woodall is hopeful of having the everyone around this season," Wood
ALL-American performer at his best.
all said. "Reo and Joe have both been
"Joe is the big key for us," Woodall out at one time, and the whole team
said. "If he is running strongly, he has never. really gotten together.
p.cks up the teamjurt with his presence. " Everyone should be ready this week
The harriers have been working . end though, " Woodall said.
hard in preparation for the meet, and
"If we run our best race, then we
the Panthers are confident of a good have an excellent shot at winning
Woodall concluded.
showing.

Eastern's Bill James
in
last weekend's
Conference Champi
harriers
travel
to
Saturday to face com
state championship
photo by Rich Bauer)

Boote rs n ow 5 t h i n m i d w est , set fo r O akl
by Kathy Kllsues
After taking on the number one

·

team in the nation, Eastern's hooters
look ahead to " a decent team, but not
the same caliber as we are , " head
coach Schellas Hyndman estimated.
Oakland (Mich . ) University will
travel Saturday to be the Panthers next
prey, as they meet at 2 p.m. at
Lakeside Field. "They just scheduled
us to get some recognition because
they haven't been chosen for post-sea
son," Hyndman continued.
Eastern, now ranked number five in
the irii4\"{est, follows top see'cied

Southern Illinois University-Edwards
ville, Quincy College, St. Louis Uni
versity and· Southern Methodist.
Although the coach doesn't view the
Michigan team as top notch competi
tion, he does feel it's an important
game. "We expect a win here, but we
can't.afford to lose another game. We
need to win them all from here on
out," Hyndman said.
The Panthers' only barrier seems to
be their forward line. "In really tough
competition we haven't been able to
score, " Hyndman commented. "We
ha:ve some· excellent forwd.rds, �ut the ,

·offense needs to be more potent. "
Evaluating the line up for Oakland
game, Hyndman remarked, "We're
not getting good passes from the
midfield. We do excellent from the
defense to the midfield, but when we
get to the penalty area, we stop."
.
In the big games, like post-season,
we need the power to shoot because
when you're playing the top ten teams
in the nation you just don't beat the
man and take a shot," Hyndman said.
Hoping to straighten out the offen
sive weakness this weekend, the
Panthers plan to use Oakland to
"

regular season games,
we'll host a post-�
would mean we're
one. And that's whele

t he verge of ·

.
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On the v

=----= ---. -----===--======= = =--=- -====�=== ====== ======== =---�===MAYNARD FERGUSON - 8 p.m.
Nov. 3 , Lantz Bui lding . Tickets: $4.50,

Adult ti_ckets:· $2.50, except S p.m. rock group from Chicago; Monday and
Tuesday, Timothy P. and R.R. Numshow $1 .50
"INrERNATIONAL VELVET, " st- her Three; Wed�esday, Scheme;
arcing Tatum O'Neal, 7 p.m:, 9 p.m., Thursday, Appaloosa country rock.
Time Cinema, Mattoon. Adult tickets: Cover charge: SL
$2.50
MARTY PEIFE R - University Board
"JEREMIAH JOHNSON, " starring Coffeehouse, contemporary folk enter
Robert Redford, Residence Hall Asso- tainer, 8 p.m. Thursday, Union Rath
ciation movie, Saturday, various resi- skeller. Admission: 50 cents.
dence halls. No admission.
SONATA RECITAL-Dorothy Kim,
''THE HORSE'S MOUTH"- Eastern v101·m, Karen Sanders, piano; 8 p.m.
Film Society movie, an English Film Sunday, Dvorak Concert Hall.
from Joyce Cary's comic novel of the
. _TWENTIETH CENTURY LIMITFJ)
artist's life; S p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m.
CONCERT......S p.DJ. Tuesday, Dvont
T�esday, Buzzard Auditorium. Ad.
· Concert Hall.
m1ss1on: $1.
·

$4, $3.

.

JOHN DEN:VER-8 p.m. (Eastern
Standard Time) Nov. 7, Hulman Civic
University Center, Indiana Staie Uni
. versity, Terre Haute, Ind. Reserved
seats: $10, $7.50, SS.
DAVID GATES/BREAD-Oct. 31,
University of Illinois 'Assembly Hall,
Champaign-Urbana.

ART DEPARTMENT FACULTY
EXHIBIT ION, through Nov. S, Paul
Sargent Art Gallery, Old Main.

AMERICAN PAINTING OF THE
SEVENTIES-Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sunday 2 p.m. to S
p.m:; through Oct. 28, Krannert Art
Museum, University of Illinois
Urbana.
l�Through
TAMARIND/SUITE
Oct. 28, Kranriert Art Museum, Uni-·

'\]
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ORCHESTRA CONCERT-8 p.m.
Thursday, Dvorak Concert Hall.

"ROCKY . HO�ROR PICTURE
SHOW" . 6:30 p.m., 9 p.m., Wednes
day, . Union Grand Ballroom, Admission: 75 cents.
"HOOPER, " starring Burt ReyASHBY /OSTERMANN GROUP- nolds, 7 p.m. , 9 p.m., Will . Rogers
Contemporary jazz-rock mini-concert, Theatre, Charleston. ·Adult tickets:
sponsored by the University Board, $2.50
7:30 p . m . Tuesday, Union Grand
"CONVOY, " starring Ali McGraw
Ballroom. Admission: Students $2.50, and Kris Kristofferson, 5:10 p.m., 7: 15
Public $3.
p.m., 9:20 p.m., Cinema II, Mattoon
BOSTON-7:30 p.in. Tuesday, Hui- Tw.in C inema. Adult tickets : S2 . SO,
man Civic University Center, Indiana except 5:10 p.m. show, $1 .50
State University, Terre Haute, Ind.
"ANIMAL HOUSE, " starring John
Admission: $7 advance, $8 day of Be lushi ,: , S p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. .
show.
Ciiie
t - · I, Mattoon Twin Cinema.
·

BJ'S JUNCTION - All start 1 0:30

p.m.; Friday, Blind Shelly's Seeing Eye
Dogs; Saturday, Blake Manhattan and
Blind Shelley Flatbush; Thursday;
Paul Konya. No cover charge. .

ROC' S LOUNGE-"What's Left"
jazz band, starts 9:15 p.m. Thursday;
Cover charge Sl
.

·

·

TED'S WAREHOUSE-All start 9
p.m., Friday, Timothy P. and R.R.
Number Three, co untry rock from
Denver, Col.i Saturday, Raven, hot
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS BLACI
CHORUS-Robert Ray, conductC
celebrating its 10th anniversary widl
soloists; 4 p.m. Sunday, Great Hal,
Krannert Center, Urbana. Public: S2.

SOCCER-Eastern vs . . Oakland,
p.m. Saturday, soccer field
FIELD HOCKEY-Eastern vs.
ana University, 1 1 a.m. Wedo
-------� hockey field.
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VERGE STAFF
Verge editor : . . Sue Nasen
Assistant editor . . Sue Lei
TV Listings . . . . . . Robin
Brian J
Calendar
Photographer . ; . . Craig St
Artist-::. . . . . . . . . . Chris St
Copy Desk . . . . Diane
Tess Norton, Sally Parks,
Young, Bob Flider, Bernie F
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Gateway Liquors
fre e Wine Tasting
Saturday 1-4 p.m.

Glenmary Missioners
Room 1 4 - A
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
Name
Address.
City
Zip

_
_
_
_
_
_
__
�

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

___

State.
Age.

_
_
_

_
_
_

-.

Su ppo rt th e
Eastern NeWlfs
A dver tiser s

b

cpauQ uUa�rnon California Wine1
Special Disco·unts o nly during
tastmg
•
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EP RESS I O N :

s _ l i fe a d o w n e r ?
o l ki ng abo ut i t hel ps

'111eresa Norton
lepression. It preys upon all
s of people - rich or poor, old or
g, male or · female. No one is
une to depression, but there
ways one can fight it.
There are basically _two types of
ssion, endogenous, and the
al "blah" type of depression,
. Bud Sanders, of Eastern ' s
seling and Testing Center

.

.

p;

.

•dogenous de r ssion is the
which results from a chemical
a person, Sanders
The person suffering from this
ess can do little to escape
ion, as it is a result of a
·ca1 malfunction. Some types of
·depressant medication can be
'bed to help eliminate the
ssion, Sanders said.
The ''normal'' depression affects
one at one time or another in
life. Sanders said depression
a reaction to a loss, whether it be
loss of a boyfriend or girlfriend,
failed class, or any of the other
nts which may result in a loss of

�

·

amounts. " He said other symptoms
are crying, sometimes without real
ly knowing why, or a "loss of
interest in friends, activities, class
es and recreation. "
Feelings of hopelessne s s and
helplessness may also accompany
the depression, Sanders said.
Sanders stressed that it is not the
loss itself which causes depression,
but the way one deals with · the
situation.
"It is not the loss that makes you
depressed, it is what your mind tells
you about the loss," he explained.
For instance , if a girl gets
dropped by her boyfriend, she may
begin to think she is undesirable or
worthless, and can never be happy
without him.
H the seige of depression con
tinues, she might pity herself, and ·
soon her other friends draw back
from her, therefore contributing to
the depression, Sanders said.
The best way to recover from
depression is to talk to someone,
Sanders said. whether it be a close
friend, roommate, or dorm coun
selor. Just talking to someone who
can help "examine what is going on
in your head" . can be a relief, he
added.
.
The next step is to get out and do

shby·Oster m a n n
got sta rt .i n j azz here

1'

something �n oya l e , eve if you
would rather not. Force yourself to
do something, Sanders said, to
prevent the depression from going

n

,

deeper.
Sanders is a firm believer in
exercise to help ward off depress··
ion. "One of my pet ways of
working off frustration is exercise. I
like to knock the heck out of a
racquetball, " he said.
Sometimes it may help to talk to
"a neutral, objective source" to get
another viewpoint,

Sanders said.
those
'calling
'
recommended
He
great people at the counseling
center, " or talking to a dorm
counselor, or a person on Eastern's

-

Rap�Line.
In the case of more severe normal
depression, such as after the loss of
a parent, a · professional counselor
could probably help more, Sanders
said.

·

Otherwise, try to work it out ·
" yourself, and if that tactic fails, try
talking to someone who would really
like to help you.
Sanders said the peiik season for
depression at Eastern is January
through March. Matiy students find·
school a "drag" after Christmas
break, especially if the weather is
inclement, limiting normal activi
ties.
To help , ease this problem, the
Counseling Center is offering de
pression workshops next January,
to help students learn "how to
handle normal depression, " Sand
ers said.
He explained that groop inter
action will benefit depressed per
sons, especially if they know others ·
who feel down over the same
problems. The workshop will also .
help persons "challenge the think
ing" which causes depression.

·

The Ashby-Ostermann group, fivember contemporary jazz-rock band,
will present their impressions of
lliythm and blues at a University
Board sponsored mini-concert at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Union Grand
·

practicing his fifth year as a profes
sional educator in a progressive musi
cal department in the metropolitan
Chicago area, during the day;
The group, in addition to performing
in the mini-concert Tuesday, will
lallroom.
. present a jazz clinic for Eastern' s jazz
The jive-member band consists of band Monday evening, where they will
Vince Ashby on guitar and vocals, relate their experiences in the profes
nnis Ostermann on acoustic piano, sional music world until now, and give
l'tthesizers and vocals, Dave Beach tips on how to get started in the ·
on lercussion, James "Snoot" Mas- business.
th on reeds and James Bromley on
Their concert Tuesday is the first in
ustic and electric bass.
a series planned for most of the state
Geared up for their jazz-rock performance :ruesday evening in ,a mini-concert
.Ashby and Ostermann, composers universities in Illinois.
sponsored by the University Board are Ashby-Ostermann Group members
the group, both attended Eastern,
Admission to the jazz-rock perforJames Massoth , left, Dennis Ostermann, Dave Beach , Vince Ashby and James
where they met in 1 972 and also were mance is $2.50 for Eastern students
�romley.
mbers of Eastern's jazz band.
and $3 for the public .
Ashby began studying music at a ii....,...,.M •Mll4+.,.H•.,.H.,.•M.,.+MH+.,...,.•�M14+�.-•�H••M.,.•M.,.

tery early age, he said, and began his

...;

.

I

FALL W EEK E N D

cert appearances in local taverns

d bars. Throughout high school he

lmtinued to perform in his own group
15 well as several other bands.
After his last year of high school, he
�ormed with a road band across the
East Coast. He said his style was
uenced by such professionals as
rge Benson, John McLaughlin and
Jeff Beck.
Ostermann · was reared in Lombard,
Ill., where the group is primarily
ted. He studied french honi in the
sical style throughout high school
and tollege.
l>uring college, Ostermann became
rested in the keyboards and syn
sizers and was influenced during
this time by such musicians as Joe
winul, Brian Auger and Rich A
brams of the Chicago Art Ensemble.
Ostermann is a professional musi.th� ,
�o
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S PEC IALS
Bowl Three Games
for ONE DOLLAP ·� ;m
Offer Good for:
Oct. 21 , 22 , 28 , & �9 only.

Noon lJltil 5 p.m
Al&J .
Half Price Pool from 5 8 p.m.
-
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Wa l ker balan ces b ike-;
breaks wo rld. re co rd
_,

.

by Steve Khachaturian .

Senior John Walker always loved to
watch his hometown circus perform
each summer. And he knew someday
he would be a part of it.
But what he did not foresee was his
amazing success in the circus, topped
off last summer with a·world's record1
for balancing 12 girls on one bicycle.
Walker, a 21-year-old technology'
education major ftom Peru, Ind. , has
been in a summer amateur �cus for
the past five years, but he said he
enjoyed the circus long before he
performed in it.
"I went to see the circus I when I ·was
a kid. It was . something I always
wanted to be in, " he said. The circus,
located in Peru, is the largest amateur
big top in the world.
"The circus is really unique. Any
body from age three to 25 is eligible to
be in it, " Walker said.
He added that almost everything put
into the production is voluntary.
Performers' mothers sew the costumes
and the fathers help building props.
Walker said it was great being a part
of the fanily atmosphere that devel
oped among the 350 members of the
circus.
This past summer Walker set a
world' s record for riding 12 girls on
. one bicycle, which will be placed in the
Guiness B ook of Wodd Records some
time next year.

_

· ·

\

"When I watched the circus as a
kid, the bike act was something I never
saw myself doing but it always caught
my attention,'" he said.
Walker and company have been
.working on that act for five years.
But when he first joined the circus at
age 15, Walker had other dreams.
"Ever since I started, the trapeze was
always my goal . "
The trapeze event is no.longer a goal
because he is now an accomplished
catcher in that spectacular circus act.
And as a result of Walker's range of
talents, Ringling Brothers and Barnum
and Bailey circus told him that a
professional spotlight would be wait
ing for him after he graduated from
college.
But this is not such an appealing
offer to the college senior. ' ' When you
· work full time in the circus, you have
to practice all the time," he said .
. Even though Walker has not de
cided what he wants to do after
graduation, he knows the options for
employment are open. If the circus is
not in his future, Walker said he _would
want to go into teaching and become a
cross-country and track coach.
He has three semesters left at
Eastern and plans to perform under
the big top once again this summer,
although his plans after that are not
yet determined.
·

�lancing a dozen girls on a bicycle takes a lot of hard work and •
senior John Walker proved he could do it this_ summer as he broke Ill
record in a circus in Peru, Ind.

_

Fa l l ' s fi e ry hues p rovide pi ctu res q u e seen
.

.

.

The green hues of slimmer have
begun to yield to the fiery shades of
autumn and the forests will be offering
beautifulseasonal pictures to even the
most amateur photographers.
Since most students own either a
110 pocket or 126 Instamatic camera,
this is written with them in mind. But
even those owning 35mm or other size
format cameras may find some good
suggestions within.
The autumn colors are beginning to
pop up all around town.
The campus has numerous trees and
bushes that will provide colorful

� ff@D@
��@��@l]
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·

pictures. Both Fox Ridge State Park
and Lincoln Log Cabin Park will be
ablaze with the reds and oranges of the
season and should offer some very
picturesque scenes.
A drive down any one of the county
roads is sure to provide picture
material. Even a stop at Lake Charleston may offer some·beautiful shots.
Since most lnstamatics have pre-set
aperatures and shutter ·speeds, basically one kind of color daylight film is

offered.
It would be best to start with a
freshly dated roll · of your favo,rite
brand of color film. Most any drugstore
or variety store in Charleston is sure to
_
have what you neec:t.
.
Plan on spending most ofthe day for
this project. Take a few minutes before
you start out and plan the scenes you
would like to see in your final results.
Utilize the sun as much as possible
to bring out highlights in your pie-

·

Some of the beautiful fall foilage can be captured thiS season on either black
and white or color film at any of the parks in Charleston . A student need not be
an expert photographer, as an lnstamatic'camera can do the trick easily. (News
photo by Craig Stockel)
·

·

·

Wh en looking through
der of the camera, notice
you have in the scope ci
Some viewfinders have
lines that indicate how
actually be in the p'
dotted lines to frame
If you plan to take
people, make sure the
back if you want the s
be highlighted.
Too many people ab
people against the SUI

why their faces are in

When you're ready
picture, hold the camera
possible. Firmly press
against your eyebl'OW'I
instamatic usually m
quick shutter speed, it
to hold the camera stiD.
Once' you have takel
you should have them
soon as possible.i
deteriorate if left lyhw

long.
Once you receive
ducts, don't be di
all turn out .
Even
graphers need to
before they get the
If you find a print
enlarged beyond
tures.
inches by 5 inches,
Sunrises and sunsets are very easy closely. If the focus ii
to take pictures of as long as there isn't be able to have an
an extreme glare in the lens. Often it is inches by 10 inches.
best to frame the sun behind an object
But beginner or
closer to you to reduce such glare.
er Nature's brightest
Many Instamatic owners have a season will be short
tendency to cut off heads and extremi- to take time out this
ties of people they are photogr�NtJg-. - beauty ori film.
·
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Bob Fllder
A line of flashing lights shJots across

while synthetic music pier
air in a "boogie-oogie" beat
turns a dimly-lit bar into an
·cal galaxy.
While star John Travolta is "Staying
e" from Saturday Night Fever, a
Industry sparked by the movie '1as
me a disco inferno.
Disco has become more than just a
of 111usic;-it is a ;billipn-dollar
room ,
the

try.

"The disco movement has increased
sales as a whole," said .Cathy
th, department manager of aces at the Meis department store
lattoon.
eople are so i.disco- oriented that
·

're buying a tremendous amount
4isco merchandise,'' she added.
lmong the related items frequently
at the store are rhinestone disco
s, body leotards, wrap skirts and
e tvacelets �
A llSaturday Night Fever" display
located in the men's department at
featuring black disco pants,
iny shirts and the increasingly
ular vests.
Jeff Raboin, an employe in the
ent , said the display is a big
·on with customers. - "I think
is going to be around for a long
," he said.
"Disco is pretend. It's a dream
, " said Joe Dawson, a disc jockey
Mother' s on Monroe Street.
Disco can give students "the chance
leave the normal �veryday life and
rience something different, ' '
son said.
''The atmosphere of a discoteque
s to a person's sight, hearing
touch. It reaches all the senses, ''
·

Pete DouvUle
Disco music may clash with rocker

he added.
"Flashing lights help you see the
music, '' Dawson said.
.
DawsQn compared Charleston's dis
co scene with those in other cities,
based on his experiences as a "master
of ceremonies " in discos in Ft .
Lauderdale, Fla. , and New York City.
He observed that Charleston is
"way behind�' the discos on the East .
Coast and New York. "In cities like
New York and Ft. Lauderdale,· disco is
their life." He added that "Charleston
is more advanced than other college
towns. ''
' 'In Chicago, they dance more than
they drink, " he said. In cities, that's
their life, but it's just the opposite
here.
"Mother's is a drinking discoteque,
not a dancing discoteque," he added.
Dawson said that students have a
handicap because they must be "stu�
dents first. '' He added that most
students visit a disco ' 'for relaxation
an� a break from the monotony of
studies. "
Dawson said the song requested
most in Mother's is " Macho Man " by
Village People. Before that song
became popular, .!'Turn the Beat
Around" by Vicki Sue Robinson
headed the list of requests, he said.
"People want a beat that's defined.
They're easier to dance to, " he said.
Dave Dunn, part-owner of E.L.
(Everybody Loves) Krackers, Charles
ton's newest entertainment center,
said the ' 'thrill of it all is making them .
(the artists) sound right here."
"The authenticity of the music will
coax people to dance," he said.
"People's attention is really growing toward disco, " Dunn said. · "Sixty
percent of the (music) market is

say I love it, but I can't say· I hate it. ·
It's a new way for people to express
flugent's "Cat Scratch Fever," themselves musically. "
However, freshman Darren Brooks
it is leaving a mark on today's
added , "I don't like disco and I don't
ical listening, agreed several stu
who shared their views on the like disco dancing, because it just isn't
my style."'
t.
Students were also asked to give I
"l think disco is a healthy outlet for
le's frustrations. I have taken their views on l'.Ock music. The
ns in the past and now I enjoy majority who said they enjoyed listen
g on a regular basis," senior. ing to disco also enjoyed certain types
of rock.
Jelinek said.
"I like listening to general rock, but
The majority of the people contacted
a positive attitude toward the I don't like acid rock," sophomore
trend. "It's great, because it Mary May said. "Pep-rock, such as
s people the chance to get up and Carly Simon, Neil Young and Fleet
," freshman Kim Ritter said. "It wood Mac are great. I prefer what I
been a long time since guys and consider 'mellow rock.'"
Freshman Kim Ritter emphasized
danced together."
Janet (Fred) Libby, had mixed that she felt acid rock was simply "a
disco. "I can't bunch of noise," but said she did
•

·

·

Disco fever is catching on at Eastern , although it's not up to the level of more
urban areas, local disc jockeys said. Juniors Chris Freveletti and John
Broomhead practice a few moves at the new disco in town that will open soon ,
"E.L. Crackers. " (News photo by Craig Stockel)

disco. "
" . . . Here I am, praying for this
Dunn said he thinks disco will go on moment to last
being strong. "Even older people are Living on the music so fast
taking disco lessons," he said.
Born on the wind, making it last. . .
And the' trend · continues. Even . We do the night fever, night fever
oldsters are getting caught up in the We know how to do it,
disco craze.
We do the night fever, night fever,
As the Bee Gees said in their song, We know how to show it "
·

•..

listen to certain types of rock.
by creating a more complet� diversifi"I
hate
acid
rock,
it
just
isn't
music
cation of today's music," Libby added.
.
to me. Groups such as Fleetwood Mac
"Saturday Night Fever," which was
and Electric Light Orchestra are great a box office success, had a major effect
though," she said.
on the evolution of disco, most agreed.
Students also said they did not feel
"I really get into disco. Some people
there was a competition between disco have even commented that when I'm
and rock.
burning up the dance floor, I remind
The majority explained that the two them of '{( star of the m oV:ie ). John
may be quite different, but in a way Travolta, " Jellilek commented.
they are similiar, which causes them to
" Rock music has always been
complement one another.
around, but disco has really just
"I don't think they are in competi started, because of the so called
tion with each other. They are both "Travolta movement" and as a result
different enough that they don't need . �f "Saturday Night. Fever' ," freshman
to compete," Ritter said. "A person Darren Brooks agreed.
can like them both."
Disco music has arrived, that's for
" Rock and disco are both music, but sure, and no one can say just how long
they're so different that I don't think it will be around.'
they have to compete with each other.
In the meantime, all the disco kings
They may even complement each other and queens will "boogie,. oogie, oogie
'tiJ. they just can't boogie no more." .
·

.

·
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D i sco d i sappo i nts t ra d i ti o ria l musi c l ov e rs

When music was first conceived, it
was ·made for listening. The classical
concetto is an excellent example. A
sympMny and cdncerto were com
posed with s�ver8.I movements, or
individual sections, containing· rhy
thms very smoothly crafted and blend
ed.
Such craftsmen as Bach, Beethoven
and Schubert were 'outstanding in this
effort. Their music was very thrilling
and truly an ar:tistic endeavor.
, After the classical era of music came
the swing era. Swing was another
idea: music for dancing and listening.
The big bands of Glem1 Miller, the
Dorsey Brothers and Benny Goodman
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were the prime creators of this, lively
genre, and thev led 1o such style: of

dance as bop and b'eb o p . Also in this
category we1e such famous names as
Duke Ellington and Harry James.
Jazz soon followed with a concept of
its own. Al�ough I am uncertain if
jazz was conceived to be listened to or

danced to or both, it was as lively as its
These fine artists prow
predecessor. Among artists of the jazz healthy respect for th
period are Stanley Clarke, Louis heritage.
Armstrong, Chick Corea and Return to
But disco is a horse o
Forever:
color entirely. It uses the
Rock was the next stage in music. of other recording stud
As lively and original as jazz and 1930s songs, hardly an
swing, it often would turn to jazz or
Once the songs have
classical music for inspiration. Certain ted" to disco rhythm (
musicians were excellent craftsmen term rhythm loosely), the
and wrote songs with both smooth ed through the dust and
sound and meaning.
a non-discriminating au
Among the credits in this category
Wh�t is worse, such "
are Dave Mason, Emerson Lake & K.C. and the Sunshine Ba
Palmer, the Moody B l ues , the Beat . paid thousands of
les, the Who, Jethro 1ull, Yes and dishonest efforts. Better
_work in the factories.
Rick Wakeman.

·

Fac u lty ta l e nt d i s p l ayed i n a n n ua l a rt ex

Facalty Art EDlblt
Saraent Art Gallery, Old Main
In this annual show, which opened
Oct. 8, Carl Wilen has created a .
·

scene-stealer with his wood construc
tio�, "Desert King." Ten feet long
with a 9 Vi feet wing span, the airplane
commands attention.
Linear elements abound and create
an impression of painstaking detail.
The flying-macping is anti-machine
the soft wood material contradicts the
polished, precision steel parts of real
airplanes.
.
Absurd elements such as chariot
wheel weapons and connected-ring
wheels, excellent craftsmanship, and a
str�>ng sense of design combine to
make this work fascinating.
Cary Knoop's welded steel sculp
ture, "Winged Victory with Hole, ' ' is
the most solid work in the show. Form
and rhythm blend well to create an
outstanding work of art.
-

·

oxides on her bowls and. platters. They
are hand-built pieces which emphasize
surface and structure. Color becomes
an· important element as well.
Karen Braun's drawings and watercolors, always finely detailed and
delicate, are intriguing. Her work has
'81&developed nicely as a result of her
by
---- -study on the seashore in California last
- - -- --- - -- - --- ---year.
As 1 viewed Jim-Jot1ti50ii'5 mptte , 1
Such things as beach pebbles,
I began to see many things happening. lichens, and barnacles are monuSpace is activated in a quiet, yet
forceful way. Light plays on surfaces
Held Over
and creates a sense of captivation in
2nd
time. The viewer, through his obser
Big Week !
vation, becomes part of the work.
Johnson's blown glass' pieces add a
welcome tiew medium to the faculty
show. The forms and colors are not
only functional, but interesting and
pleasing.
June Krutza has some interesting
experiments in glazes, engobes and

joyce b o n w e l l

mentalized without lo
which is characteristic of
Subtle changes of s
·
created in coior, shape,
work of Walter Sorge ha
develop a growing int
tation. His intaglios
never allowing it to rest
same time 'calming' the ·
Sarah Redd has co
in clay of residential
•

·

· (See Faculty, p.-
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CROSS WORD PUZZLE
Ecllted

1
7
11
12
14
15
17
18
21
21
Z3

ACROSS
Giggle
Mets' home
Swiss resort
With hand
on hip
·
One who is a
throwback
Endure, as a
storm
Haberdasliety
customer
Scottish squire
Suffix with
sculpt or script
Choir voice
"Many - has
to fall . . . "

24 "- boy ! "
25 Vast and
hollow

28 Fastened
31 Tornado or

by EUGENE :r. MALESKA

DOWN .

1 Utter
2 "- Begin to
Tell You,"

1945 song
3 Hebrew letter
4 Prefix with
5
I
7
8
t
11
11
12

cycle
Take away
freedom
Pirouetted
Street of
forgotten men
Stayed out
of sight
Scottish uncle
Somewhere
close by
Role In "Lost
Horizon''
Adjective for
a knave

13 Word not on
11
-

11
22
24
H
27
28
21
JI
32
· 33
34

towels
Export from
Malawi
Comparative
ending
Occupation for
C. Wright
Bringing forth
Sharp mountain
spur
Word that
became
"whisky"
Do lawn work
Second person
Newcomer in a
pride
Sock size
Large Nigerian
town
In medias -

38 What artful
JI
4f
41
43
44
45
41
49
50
51
51
57
51
IO

dodgers are
good at
Rely (on)
Ancient land
now part
of Italy
Ranchers' foes
Neighbor of S.D
Figures expert
Semi or demi
Separate
In conflic:t
Happening
Cheryl of TV
.Prefix with
gram or meter
Between Unter
and Linden
Make a clear
profit
Character in ·
"Charley's Aunt"

Our
Current
Attraction

dust whirl

JS Small egg
JI Material for
gloves

37 Entered in the
red-ink area

• Iron horses
42 · Tarkington
novel

44 Causerie
47 Mimes
48 His word for

"water" was

'n Down

52 Mushy food
or talk

SJ Event for a
socialite

54 Power initials
· 55 Owner of a
lamp

58 Granted an

extension of

11 Quaker
a Where

FORBES · Music bf
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Writtm.Produced and Directed by BRYAN

Tipperary is

11 Pungent taste
M With a sudden .
motion

'
For answers, see class i fied ad section in today s
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Facu lty-s h ows off ta l ent
(Continued from page 6)

mainly in structural design relation

painted in low-key colors capturing the

rich patterns found in older sturctures.

· Visitors to . the gallery should take
note of these reliefs, as I'm sure we
"

"An
Stars

n.

-(WBAK)3 8-Movie
' Stars George C. Scott
York.
.-(WTT V )4 - M o v i e
to Hard Times" ( 1 967)
Fonda and Janice Rule.

will be seeing much more of Redd's
work in the months ahead.

4

p.m.-(WTIV)4-Movie "How
Sweet It Is" ( 1968) Stars Debbie
Reynolds and James Garner.
10 p.m.-(WTIV)4-Movie "The

Ben Watkins' "Battle Wagon 22, " a

visual pun for "Catch 22, " is executed

Pony Soldier" (1952) Stars Tyrone
Power and Cameron Mitchell.
10:30
p . m .-(WTW0)2-Movie
"Big Bob
Johnson's
Fantastic .
Speed Circus" Stars Charles Napie.
-(WCID)l 5-Movie "The Prime .
of Miss Jean Brodie" Stars Maggie
Smith and Robert Stevens.

·

of the

ILL)12-Movie "On

' ' The
V)4-Movie "A
( 1957) Stars
n and Jennifer Jones.

to Anns"

Oct. 22

un�·-(WTTV)4-M ovie
·ons" (1956) Stars John
'William Bendix.
)IS-Movie "Footsteps"
d Crenna and Joanna

_

November 5. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.
to S p.m. , Monday through Friday and
1 p .m . to 4 p.m. Sundays.

BAR B ER, . STYLISTS

AMPUS

270 L I NCOLN AVE N UE

the Kampus Barber Stylists

and Christopher Lee.

-- Styles Now .$7.00 --

8 p.m.-(WCID)1 5-Movie "Katie:

Portrait of a Centerfold" Stars Kim
Basinger.
-(WAND)l7, 38-Monday Night
Footb.all: Houston vs. Pittsburgh.
p . m . - ( W I L L) l 2 - M o n t y
10
Python.
10:30 p.m.-(WTIV)4-Movie ''The
Country Girl" ( 1 954) Stars Bing
Crosby and Grace Kelly.
10 : 45
p . m . -(WBAK) 3 8 - Notre
Dame Highlights: Notre Dame vs.
Air Force Academy.
1 1 : 15 p.m.-(WBAK)38-Movie "I
Want
to
Live"
Stars
Susan
Hayward.
Tuesday, Oct. 24
3:30 p.m.-(WCIA)3-Movie "The
Invisible
Man
Returns"
Stars
Vincent Price and Sir Cedric
Hardwicke.
7
p . m . -(WCIA) 3 ,
1 0- Movie
"Papillon" Stars Steve McQueen
and Dustin Hoffman.
8 p.m.-(WTW0)2,
1 5-Movie
" Donner Pass: The Road to Sur
vival" Stars Robert Fuller and
Diane McBain.
p . m . - (W I L L ) 1 2 - M o n t y
10
Python.
·1 0 : 3 0
p .m � -(WTTV)4-Movie
" Who's
Afraid
of
Virginia
Woolf?" ( 1 966) Stars Elizabeth
Taylor and Richard Burton.

The works mentioned are by no

means the. only works deserving
attention.
The e xhibit will continue until

Get A Casual Hair Style Fro m

Monday, Oct. 23
3:30 p.m.-(WCIA)3-Movie "The
Oblong Box" Stars Vincent Price

Tues.-Frf. 1 0:00 - 7 :0 0

·

"Fail
Fonda

('

in oil. Watkins said, "I am interested

ships inspired by observed phenom
ena," which is visualized in his work.

S at. 8 :00 - 3:00

For Appointments Call_- 345-6560

Get a Hot 'n Juicy

Double =···
·

Wednesday, Oct. 25
3 : 30
p . m . - ( W C I A) 3 - M ov i e
"Theatre of Blood" Stars Vincent
Price and Diana Rigg.
8 p.m.-(WCIA)3, 1 0-Movie "The
Grass is Always Gr!ener' '
-(WCID)2,
1 5-Movie · "Fa8t
Friends" Stars Edie Adams.
10
p � m . - ( W I L L ) 1 2 - M o n ty
Python .

p .m . -(WTTV)4-Movie
" Johnny
Belinda"
Stars
Jane
Wyman and Charles Bickford.

. 1 0:30

Thursday, Oct. 26

3:30 p.m.-(WCIA)3-Movie "Tales

of Terror" Stars Vincent Price,
Peter Lorre and Basil Rathbone.
7:30 p.m ..:...(. WBAK) 17, 38-NFL
Football: Minnesota vs. Dallas.
10
p . m . - ( W I L L ) 1 2 - M o n t-y
Python.
10:30 p.m.-Movie "The Apart
ment" ( 1 960) Star'> Jack Lemmon
and Shirley MacLair e.

300 W. Lincoln

•

.-(WAND) l 7-Movie
esday"
Stars
Jane

's note: These weekly TV highlights are composed from al'ea

Jistings. They are an attempt to bring our readers television
ment in sports, movies, and special documentaries. It may . not
hensive due to space limitations.)
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DOUBLE

FOR THE PRICE OF A

SINGLE

Now at Wendy s
Old Fashioned Hamburgers
this coupon entitles you
to a Double Hamburger
for the price of a
Single Hamburger.
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Mu r ray s o u nd ' hits ' a g a i n

LOS ANGELES (AP)-Eight years· ago, Anne Murray blew into the music
business like a fresh cool breeze from the north, a sweet-voiced Canadian whose
style made her "Snowbird" an instant hit.
Then, surprisingly, she seemed to vanish.
' If you watched the charts closely, you might have spotted her name now and
then in the lower ranges of that popularity barometer. But not at the top.
Now, in a comeback as surprising as her disappearance, Anne Murray has a
hit that's in the Top 1 0 and climbing.
"You Needed Me," a love .ballad with a country twang,_ has given her a
second chance to grab the top rung and-this time-hang on.

-----

-

"I know some people will see this as a comeback, ' ' said Miss Murray. "I
I 've never been away. I was always still working . . . . But I guess if
heard on top'.-40 radio, you're not around.
"It was probably my fault," she said of her return to obscuritJ
"Snowbird. "
" I had a manager then who wanted me to move· here, to
wanted to stay in Canada. I could never relate to L.A. as a place
live,"
recalled .
"But my manager was right. If you w�nt to be in the business,
ha

you'rf

Lo� Ang
to

·

you

live here."
.
" I 'm originally from Nova Scotia. I felt really weird coming here. It's a
way . "
.

Mountaineering #6.

·

.

RE &

"I can make you a mathe
matical model, baby.' Talk
about your wildlife!
But when looking for
sheer courage, W. Dexter
Poole must rank in lore
among the top mountain
eers. Fond of SB8iJlg "The
. . road to truth goes through
���WJ"r"\ bad neigliborhOOds;' Poole
e:rtjoyed. skirtillg with
. danger and approached
. IIlOWltaineering as a test of
survival skills . In his most
famous challenge, Poole,
equipped only with 30 water
proof mat.cha3 and a major credit
card, parachuted into a remote
area known as Cleveland. He
was up to the task Within 24
hours, Poole was bask
ing under the hot sun of
. Antibes, downing the
· . smooth, cold, refreshing
. mountains of Busch Beer.
. A credit to his
. colleagues
: �: and a col1eague on
credit.
What
becomes
career to reflect upon the se
a legend
cret of success, Bennington
most?
revealed his first rule: "Keep
That
all your assets liquicf'

ountaineering ' is an
oral tradition Over
the years, it has
been pa.s8E!d down
NIJIR4�::S.• from teacher to
· pupil, father to son, package
store owner to customer. .As a
result, a folklore - a mythol
ogy, if you will - has formed
a.round the mounta.inS of
Busch You. being a student
of mountainee:r1ng, no doubt
wish to ooqua.int yourself with
these truths and half-truths,
these stories both arourate
and apocryphal. A wise deci
sion And. as luck would have
it, this ad is just the ticket.
One of mountaineering's
earliest legends is Beru:llngton

·

�Benntngtm. .Adventurer,

international bon vivant and
inventor of the phrase "your
check is in the mail;' it was he
who perfected the finer points
of expedition :fhla.ncing. While
other mountaineers resorted.
to such bizarre extremes as
ga.inful employment, Benning
ton subsidized. assaults on the
-Busch mountaintop with cre
ative economics. An amalgam
of paper schemes, franchised
dreams , du:rnm;y corporations
and corporate dummies kept
him in clover for nigh on 20
:flsca.l years . .Asked at th
�
culmination of his -

·

perbaps:����7

Another frequent subject
of mountaineering lore is
the wildlife. Numerous
tales abound, but
� the most famous story is
that of the 1973 Muncie
Mathematics Convention All
75 prodigies, whiz kids and
befuddled geniuses initiated
an aft.er hours expedition.
It began harmlessly enough
But soon, the Busch mountaineers reached the Mobius
Strip, a racy nightspot catering
to highbrow hijinks. Before the
evening was over, several of
them were bending the slide
rules. Others were smok:lng big
cigars and telling every woman .
, you'll be a
. in sight they were agents with
.
' :Bf>: eye for figures, cla.i.mipg,. . ..._;·
·

_

: .
·

:}10ar-myth.

•VOJnt&lneerlng ls the SClanOe and a.rt. of drlnk1ng aB:h. Tile tsrm orlglnates due to tbe snowy, Icy pee.l!s sport.ed1:lV t.be
laba1 Ol:tslde and perpetuates rue to tbe oold, naturally retreeb1ng taste lneldB. The a00ve IIXlUilt&lneerS and theee -
ac tbe1r explott.s are legendel'y, aey Slmllarll;y to actAlBl people, llvtng er dead Js � oo1ncldental.

Don't just reach for a beer.

BUSCH�ad

for the mountains.

